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ABSTRACT

A number of theoretical concepts have been proposed
to account for the transfer of liquid through unsaturated
porous medium under isothermal conditions, but it is only
recently that theoretical consideration has been given to
the simultaneous transfer of both mass and energy0

This

study was designed to provide an understanding of het and
mass transfer in a soil-water regime and to provide scientific data applicable to analysis by recent mathematical
theories

0

Several flow parameters, including both mass and

energy gradients, conductivities, and fluxes were measured
under controlled laboratory conditions0

Conductivity

measurements followed current procedures described in the
literature

0

The transfer of heat and energy operate simultane
ously during most dynamic soil moisture flow processes,

particularly the drying of a soil column

A unique evapora-

tion regime was designed in which a vertical soil column was
subjected to surface evaporation while liquid input was. in

duced at the bottom of the column0

It was assumed that a

steady-state condition would result when the input and
evaporation rate coincided0

Despite the accepted belief, a

steady-state condition did not develop
xi

as the data indicate0

INTRODUCTION

Heat transfer and mass transfer operate simultaneously during most dynamic soil moisture flow processes
such as evaporation,

Thus, a study of evaporation in-

volves the integration of two fundamental phenomenon; the

transfer of energy (heat) to bring about the evaporation
of a liquid and the transfer of mass to and from the zone
f distiliation,

It is understood that the zone of distil-

lation per se, will refer to that region of a partially
saturated porous medium where a change in the physical
state of moisture can occur0

A study of the relationship of mass and energy
transfer is of

significant

interest and of vital impor-

tance to the understanding of the dynamic flow processes
in inicrohydrological and micrometeorological regimens0

Extensive research has been devoted to the analysis of
soil moisture movement in response to a moisture gradient
for isothermal conditions

but only a few investigators

have attempted to formulate theory on the basis of non
isothermal

conditions0

ature is a major factor

It is long understood that temper-

influencing

ularly in the vapor phase0

soil movement, partic-

What is not quite so obvious

is the relative importance of a temperature gradient on

1

2

moisture movement in the liquid phase and/or a combination of movement in the liquid and vapor phase,,

The

study of evaporation could also provide information
relating to soil salinization which, in recent years, is
of major interest in agricultural practices throughout
the Southwestern portion of the United States

The objective of this study was to determine the
magnitude and interdependence of heat and mass transfer
in a drying porous mediums as exemplified by the process
of evaporatio.n,

In order to fulfill this objective,

experimental laboratory facilities were developed to
provide data on

(1) the rate of evaporation as a

function of moisture distribution in the soil, (2) the
temperature distribution resulting from evaporative
cooling, (3) the water and energy budget for a transient
system responding to surface evaporation at one boundary
and water intake at the opposite boundary

(ti)

the rela-

tive significance of unidimensionaJ. thermal and moisture

gradients on the flow of soil water to an evaporative
surface and (5) to evaluate necessary soil parameters as
accurately as possible under stringent environmental
control

Unidimensjonalanjsothermal conditions were
obtained in the laboratory by subjecting a vertical

3

moist soil column to evaporation at the soil surface
and by maintaining a constant head water supply at the
bottom of the column0

With constant boundary conditions,

it was anticipated that a steady-state flow would de-

velop, with constant temperature and water gradient, for
which the rate of evaporation at the surface would equal
the moisture intake at the bottom of the column0

In addi-

tion, the study was intended to provide a detailed charac-

terization of the potential fields, flux densities and
related transport coefficients which are important in a
mathematical analysis of heat and mass transferr,

Compli-

mentary studies were conducted on identically packed soil
material to determine the hydraulic and thermal conductivity of the soil at varying moisture contents0

Accurate

measurement of these parameters would permit evaluation of
several recently developed flow theories which are not
fully accepted at the present time because of a paucity
of collaborating data0

Several disciplines have contributed to an under

standing of heat and mass transfer in porous media and
the literature describing the phenomenon is voluminous0
For this reason the theory is presented in two sections
a section on mass movement and a section on evaporation0

4

The worik of Weigand (1960) has provided a useful outline

for the literature review dealing with evaporation

LITERATURE REVIEW
PART I--HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER

Mass Transfer

The complexity of the soilwater system is
evident when one considers that the water in a moist
soil may exist as vapor or liquid at varying viscosity
and the soil can exist as a solid of varying plasticity0

The complexity of the system is further manifested by
the chemical interactions between water molecules and
the surrounding porous medium0

In view of the manifold

properties of water and the modifications in a soil environrnent

water in soils will respond to the imposi-

tions of potential gradients and energy fields0

This

is a cause and effect relationship in which the immediate

reaction of an open system is to attain a condition of
dynamic equilibrium0

Quite often perturbations result

in simultaneous unbalance in various regions through a
coupled effect0

Such a dynamic response usually results

in mass transfer phenomena0
Factors producing mass transport are
sure potentia].

(2) matrix potentia1

tial, (4) electrical potential

(1) pres-

(3) osmotic poten-

(5) thermal gradients,

(6) vapor pressure gradients, (7) electrochemical

5

6

gradients, arid (8) gravity,

In any natural soil-water

system, none of these factors will act alone but rather
in combinations0

Extensive development of mathematical theory
regarding mass transfer can be found in the literature
some of which is presented herein0

Like most-sciences the

theoretical development of moisture flow in soils has fol-

lowed varied paths and

contrasting

philosophies0

Due to

a formal analogy between heat flows diffusions and unsatu-

rated flow through porous media

many soil investigators

refer to the moisture flow equation as a diffusion type
and the transport coefficients as either moisture conductivity or diffusivity0

Two schools of philosophy prevail regarding the
concepts of diffusion theory0

One philosophy considers

diffusion in the classical sense as the distribution of

the molecules within a single phase by molecular motion
of

translation

and collision0

Adherence to the classical

diffusion theory results in having to interpret most
experimental results
predominates

except those where vapor movement

in terms of capillary phenomena0

The second

notion of diffusion uses-mathematics as its criterion of
categorization0

If the mathematics of a diffusion type

equation can be applied and found to express the

7

observations satisfactory

then the gross phenomena is con-

sidered one of diffusions irrespective of the microscopic
mechanism0

As one might expect from the preceding remarks
regarding, philosophy

the origin of the development of the

mathematical flow theory is also divided0

Some authors

follow a hydrodynamic approach founded either on surface

tension

and/or vapor pressure gradients or on a form of

Darcy1s law and the equation of

continuity

to derive a

diffusion type equation for soil water movement0

have relied on thermodynamic considerations

Others

either initi-

ating from the partial Gibbs free energy function for water
in a multiphase system or with the entropy production term

of irreversible thermodynamics0 A discussion of these
concepts follows

Hydrodynamic Approach
Darcy formulated his empirical theory of flow

through saturated porous media on the premise that the flow
of liquid in sand filters was directly proportional to the
driving force (hydrostatic pressure head) needed to overcome the internal friction

of the system0

is not unique to water flow in porous media0

This principle
For examples

we find an analogy in Ohm's law where the electrical cur

rent isproportionalto the electric potential gradient0

8

The basic assumptions which qualify Darcy's law
are:
l,

The matrix is a homogeneous material of
uniform composition

2

The medium is isotropic in nature0

3.,

The medium does not enter into any type
of reaction with the liquid fraction0

4

The flow velocity is in the laminar range0

A form of Darcys law can be written in vector notation

El]

v

where v is the macroscopic velocity or the fluid flux in
the direction of the potential gradient

Vc

and k

the con-

stant of proportionality determined by the fabric of the

porous medium and the fluid
The basis of the theory of flow in unsaturated

media is the assumption that Darcys law is valid and
Equation [1] can be used to describe the flow process,
Richards (l93l)

An important difference must be pointed

out, however, and that is that k

is no longer a constant

but rather is a function of themoisture content such
that k

k(e) and 0 is the moisture content by volume0

Again the basic assumptions which qualify the Darcy equation for saturated flow must be satisfied by the physical
model of unsaturated flow0

9

From the principle of conservation of mass, the
continuity equation may be written vectorially as

[2]

=

where 0

is defined as before and t is the time0

By com-

bining Equations [1] and [2], it is possible to derive a
partial differential equation for water flow in unsaturated
porous media0

Thus, for isothermal conditions

ae
V'

and V

k

[3]

(0) v

is the total potential gradient0

function

The potential

can be thought of as the amount of work that

would be necessary to move a unit mass of water from a
reference location in the soil to a new location in the
sample0

separate

This potential is actually the sum total of the
components of individual potential functions

superimposed on the system0
sidered

For the cases to be con-

is restricted to the sum of the matrix pQtential

and the gravity potential0
soil potential function as

p+gz

It is convenient towrite the

10

where

is the matrix potentials g z is the gravity poten-

tial and g is the acceleration of gravity with z the vertical
coordinate distance

LetT, the soil moisture tension, equal

Therefore, the gradient of

'4)/g.

VT +

is

Vz

[5]

Substitution of Equation [5] in [3] yields

wherek (0)

k

V

-

k'

(0)

(VT

+

Vz)

[6]

(e) g.

Simplifying Equation [6] for one-dimensional flow
yields
ao

Equation

a

-

[7]

k(e)

aT

ak(e)
-

involves two dependent variables o and

If we assume th.at the soil moisture tension

T is a unique

function of moisture content o such that (aT/az)
and if

(ae/az)

D (o)

D (o)

T0

(aTlae)

the soil moisture. diffusivity is

- k (e) (aT/ae) then Equation

[7]

can be simplified

still further into
30

at

a

-

az

ID(0)

ao

a k(0)
az

[8]

11

By neglecting the gravity term

at

L
ax

(D

(o)

Equation [8] becomes

aol
[9]

which is the simplified equation for horizontal, one dimensional flow in the

x

direction,

This equation is analogous

to Ficks law of diffusion for gases

in which diffusion

occurs as a result of a molecular concentration gradient
and the coefficient of diffusion is a variable0
not imply

however

This does

that the mechanism of water movement is

a diffusion phenomenon in the same sense as diffusion in
gases, liquids and even solids in which all translation is
due to random molecular motion0

Several mechanisms are

actually operating depending on the water content and the
nature of structures in the porous material0

One such

mechanism is vapor transfer which in this discussion is
neglected in Equations [7]

[8] and L9]

at least to the

extent that water vapor is in equilibrium with the liquid
water in the surrounding pores0
For the sake of simplification in solving Equations [7]
and L8]

it is necessary to establish a singlevalued

relationship between the soil water content
tension

0, soil

T, and the capillary conductivity or diffusivity0

This is not to imply that such relationships necessarily
exist0

The acceptability of these relationships is based

12

on empirical evidence0

Because of hysteresis in the water

contenttension curve, one must be careful to apply the data
to either the adsorption cycle or desorption cycle, respectively0

Use of adsorption and desorption data inter-

changeably may lead to erroneous results,
For both adsorption and desorption, the diffusivity of

soil moisture increases with increasing moisture content0
Crank (1956, p

276) points out a number of general con-

clusions for a system in which
tration increases

D (0)

increases as concen-

0

A.number of particular solutions have been found for
the concentration dependent form of the diffusion equa
tion, all of which
tion

require

Cl) A knowledge of the rela

between capillary conductivity

diffusivity

or its counterpart

and the moisture concentration must be known

over the region of interest0

The range of moisture content

over which these parameters can be measured is limited by

measurement technique; in addition
lengthy and laborious

the procedures are

and often very

costly0

Therefore,

for most soils distinct values for

k (o)

have not been characterized,

The media must be

homogeneous and isotropic0

(2)

D (e)

and

0

Many soils of interest exhibit

profile development and the various soil horizons possess
physical characteristics markedlydifferent from each others

It might be possible to circumvent the stratified soil

13

profile by the principle of superposition whereby the system
is analyzed as the summation of individual parts (Willis,
1960)

and

(3)

It is imperative that any antecedent trend

for the water movement be knowna

This determines

the

hysteresis curve to be usede
Solutions for Equations [7] and [8] have been
attempted most frequently for analysis of

infiltration

phenomena; particularly the wetting of initially dry horizontal soil columns,

Philip (1955, 1957), Crank and Henry

(191+9a, 19'+9b, l956)

Gardner (1958a

Gardner and

1959)

Fireman (1958), Crank and Park (191+9) have described

solutions to Equations [7] and [8] for the desorption of
a soil column using the boundary
t

0

e

conditions,
at x or z >

0

[10]
t

>

0

e

The moisture content O

at x or z

0

is the initial uniform moisture

content of the soil before any drying has taken place and
0e

is the moisture content of the soil at equilibrium with

the drying conditions
Equations [7] and [8] can be integrated for steady
state flow but for nonsteady flow they must usually be
solved numerically,
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Luthin and Day (1955) solved Equation [8] with a
finite difference approach,

Graphical solutions presented

by Gardner (1958, 1959) and especially Crank (1956), with
diffusivity moisture dependent, showed that the solutions
are not very sensitive to exact numerical values of D (6)

as long as the analytical form of the dependence is correct.

Some convenient transformations have been' found

which convert the partial differential Equations [7] and
[8] into ordinary differential equations which are rela-

tively simple to solve

Gardner (l958a) considered the

transformation' given by

k(T)dT

U

D(e)do

[11]

such that T and 0 are the tension and moisture content at

any time and

and

0

are the tension and moisture con-

tent initially.

See the section on Water Table Effects for some
solutions using these transformations.

either finite or semifinite

For certain systems,

it is possible to apply the

transformation

Boltzman

x
A

[12]

(0) t

where D0 (0) is thesoil-waterdiffusivitywhen e

e.
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With the aid of transformations, exact mathematical
solutions of Equations [7] and [8] have been obtained, but
since the unknown diffusivity or capillary conductivity is

approximated from experimental data the numerical solution
is only an approximation.

Each relationship of diffusivity

as a unique function of moisture content is derived from a
particular physical flow system designed to meet the
boundary conditions of a selected mathematical model.

If

the analytical equation describing the flow system is
derived from the Darcy equation, then it is tacitly understood that the proportionality term or transport coefficient
is either constant for the cas.e of saturated flow or a

variable and dependent on moisture content for unsaturated
flow0

Whether the hydraulic conductivity or its related
diffusivity is a unique function of the soil moisture content or soil moisture tension is subject to controversy.

Some workers, Rawlins and Gardner (1963), Nielsonet al,
(1962) and Swartzendruber (1963), have recently carried

out experiments which refute the uniqueness principle
which inadvertently complicates any mathematical solution.

Swartzendruber (1963) writes a nonDarcy equation
of the form
v

B

[

j

i

e

CI)]

[13]
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a one-dimensional equation in which
B

B (0), J

J (0), C

C (0) and

i =

-

Z - T is the

potential field made up of the gravity field and the soil
tensione

Equation [13] can be written in partial dif-

ferential form

V:BLLj -J\l-e
dT(

dO

[14]

[

Letting

w

and
=

B

dT

=

(e)

dT

ci(0)

ci

- C

6

(0)

then Equation [14] is
v

=

[w +

(1

e)J

[15]

Now if c or 6 or both are zero then Equation [15] reduces
to

V

=

which is similar to Darcy1s law and a special case of
Equation [l5]

[16]
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Swartzendruber (1963) defines (a2 o) an index of

non-Darcy behavior and the quantity (af5) determines the

manner in

which the velocity gradient W approaches zeros

For 0

a

<

<

until (a/ax)

the velocity (v) does not become zero

1

W

zero.

For

(o a

> 1) the velocity (v)

becomes zero at a positive potential gradient0

From the

results of experimental data analyzed by Equation [15], it

would appear that the equation is a suitable formulation
of non=Darcy behavior, both with and without threshold
gradients but like most theories the conclusion must remain

tentative pending further

investigation0

If the hydraulic conductivity is found to depend

upon both the moisture

content

and the moisture gradient

then the Darcy law takes the form

v

k (0,

aT)

T

for horizontal movement0

IA
ax

[17]

The approach of Swartzendruber

(1963) is that the mdistUre gradient dependence enters the

analysis by way of the capillary conductivity and in turn
affects the diffusivity0

This concept of capillary conductivity being a

function of both moisture gradient as well asmoisture

content

is relatively new and by no means universally
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accepted0

A paucity of supporting evidence as well as

mathematical repercussions will undoubtedly suppress the
acceptability of this theory0

Thermodynamic Approach
Low (1958) developed a liquid moisture flow

equation using Darcys law and Willard Gibbs' equation
of fre.e energy0

The basic assumption that the theory demands

is that the frictional forces which oppose a dynamic flow
system in porous media are proportional to the steadystate velocity0

For one=dimensional vertical flow,
d

v

[18]

where k is the constant of proportionality and

is the

total potential functions composed of the chemical potential
and the force field Z

then

+

Z0

The derivative of

the potential function can be substituted into Equation [18]

to yield

V

+

-

clz

dZ
dz

[19]

From the differential form of the second law of
thermodynamics

dE

TdS

PdV + ZdN

and the

Gibbs equation dG

differential form of
SdT + PdV + VdP

(Babcock

it

l963)

dE - TdS

c- be shown that (G/N..)

T,N1,P

The symbols are defined as

follows
E

is the internal energy

G

is the Gibbs free energy

T

is the absolute temperature

V

is the volume

S

is the entropy

N

is the mole fraction or concentration0

Thus, the partial molar free energy and the chemical potential
The change in chemical potential with dis-

are synonymous
tance (ergs mole

cm) for an ideal, single component

system is

dP

-

dT

+

F..T dN

[20]

-

In Equation

[20] V

is the partial molar volume, S the

partial molar entropy
and

N the mole fraction of the fluid,
Low (1958) then substitutes

the total pressure0

P

[20]

Equation

in [19] which yields a general flow equa-

tion of the type

V

-k

dPdTRTdN4dZ1
dz

T

a

aJ

[21]
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It is possible to derive Darcys law in terms of
pressure potential as a special case of Equation [2l]
isothermal flow will b.e considered, and (dT/dz)

Furthermore

Only

O

the soil must be considered salt free, no

osmoticpotentiai

and the mole, concentration of the fluid

must be uniform or homogeneously distributed such that
dN

0, (dN/dz)

And finally by assuming the force

0

field as gravity, then Equation [21] becomes,

kV [=

V

[22]

pg]

where

dZ

and

M = pV0

iiq

Mg
When Q

vA

k AV [

Equation [22] is written

pg]

[23]

which we recognize as Darcyrs original formulation in terms
of pressure potential (Hubbert, Equation 12, l950)

Up to now this discussion has reflected on liquid
flow and no mechanism for vapor transfer is considered0

If

the vaportransfer is of interest, it is possible to derive
an equation similar to the Fick law of gaseous diffusion
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using Equation [21].

For isotherma1

constant pressure con-

ditions and no, external force field Equation [21]

V

--

-

IRTdN

k

L2L]

which should be valid for vapor diffusion0
P is

NP

v

is'

or

The relation of

then

N

dp

dP
Pv

dN
dz

p2

which when substituted into Equation [2k] yields

k

v

[25]
dz

N

An equation of continuity for gases can be derived
NRTO

from the ideal gas law

Differentiating this

expression with respect to time yields
dN

d

Pv"

Pv dV

[26]

Now (dV)/(dt) is the time rate of change of volume or

cm3 sec1 which is the flow rate of gas molecules0
rate Q is defined as

Q

vA

Flow

so that Equation [26] can be

written
dN

Pv vA

[27]
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By substitution of Equation [25] into Equation [27] the
expression
dN

-kA.

Idpv
[28]

is obtained which is an expression of gaseous transfer
under vapor pressure gradients.

Equation [28] has the

form of Ficks diffusion equation.
It is apparent from this discussion that thermo-

dynamics predict synonymous expressions as Darcys law
and Ficks law which justifies its use for soil moisture
flow analysis0

Simultaneous Heat and
Mass Transfer

Anisothermal Mass Transfer
The most complex and least understood area in the

field of soil moisture transmission is the movement of
water in response to thermal potentials0

Winterkorn (1958)

described the phenomenon which occur in nonisothermal
systems
1

Gases entrained in the soil system expand
at the hot end and contract on the cold
side thus producing a hydrostatic pressure
Such a system would be limited
gradient
in dynamic reaction to complete expansion0
Any further movement of water would be
from the wet region to the dry region in
the reverse direction0
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3

Almost immediately upon application of
a thermal gradient across an unsaturated
soil columns, an electrical potential
gradient of quite uniform magnitude is
established.,
This condition is observed
well in advance of establishing a
temperature gradient within the specimen
It is believed the electric potential is
essentially a thermoelectric potential0
Series type flow as conduction or convection in either the liquid or vapor
phase may occur in the entrapped and
continuous air stream within the system0
A temperature gradient can affect surface tension gradients, dissociation and
association of water itself, the solubility of water in the solid surface,
hydration of exchangeable ions and alter
ation of the ion atmosphere on the in
ternal soil surfaces0
At the turn of the century, Bouyoucos, reported

by Wiegand (l96O)

found tha.t moisture in a soilwater

system moved in response to a temperature gradient from
warm to cold0

This movement was observed to increase regu-

larly and rapidly with increase in moisture

content

until a

particular moisture content was reached and then the movement decreased with further moisture increase0

Thus, a

maximum or optimum moisture content was necessary to insure
the maximum rate of moisture transfer0

He also found that

the steeper the thermal gradient across a moist unsaturated
soil the greater the moisture transfer0

Smith (19'+3a)

reported moisture transfer for a temperature gradient of
102°C cm

to 602°C cm

and that the maximum transfer
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occurred. for a moisture content just above that required for

equilibrium with relative humidity of 75 percent and virtually ceased at about moisture equivalent.

The whole effect

appears to be confined to the state of funicular water,
Smith

further realized that the observed moisture

transfer due to thermal gradients was not solely vapor transfer0

He looked to capillary flow and a difference in surface

tension

as an alternate mechanism.

For water to move under

a thermal gradient in a capillary tubes it must be subjected

to a driving force which can be called a tractive force0

The net tractive force Tr is
Tr

rtr ao

2

T

[29]

where c is the temperature coefficient of surface

tensions

a is the surface tension at the temperature of the cold
region

r is the radius of the capillary and T is the

The tractive force is zero when either

temperature0
0

or

T

0

In soil a multiple conical geometry

is involved not just a straight wall capillary, which
according to Smith (19'43a) Equation [29] can be approxi

mated by

Tr

iir a cos2

O

irr a(l

T) cos2 62

[30]
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where o

and 02 are the angles, measured in a vertical

section through the soil from themenisci contact to a
horizontal plane midway through the pendular water,
the water body is at equilibrium Tr
T) cos2 02,

(1

0 and cos2O1

Smith (l93a) noted a zero tractive

force for a temperature change
of a water globule0

When

T of 10°C at opposite ends

He concluded that no liquid movement

would result from temperature fields less than l0°C
However, when the system was triggered by vapor movement
with condensation at one ends the surface tension forces
would be altered and ordinary capillary flow could be
responsible for liquid movements

Evidence in behalf of

this theory is the absence ofliquid flow due to temperature gradients in fully saturated systems0

Trejo (196) found that by altering the rate of
change of a temperature pulse across the sample it was
possible to alter the moisture distribution throughout
the sample0
l

The changes noted by Trejo are

Gradual applicationlinear distribution
through the column highest moisture

2

content at the cold end0
Rapid application==moisture distribution
was S shaped0

3

Sudden or impulse applicationparabolic
shape was observed0

In every case a moisture build up was noted at the cold end0
Winterkorn (19'47) proposed that water movement from

a thermal gradient was mainly in the film phase and was due
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to changes in the affinity of water to the clay with a
change in temperature0

This opinion is in exact opposition

to Smiths conclusions.

The physicalexplanation of this

phenomenon is that exchangeable cations possess a greater
activity or are more dissociated at the warm side because
of being attracted to the negatively charged surfaces of
clay particles0

The only way to decrease this concentra-

tion potential is by movement of water from the warm to
the cold side,,

Up to now this discussion has been concerned pri-

manly with the movement of liquid water in a soil when a
thermal gradient was applied0

It is also recognized that

mass transfer is possible as result of vapor transfer0

The work of Penman (l9O) and Knischer and
Rohnalter (l9140) provide an impetus to the theory of

vapor movement in soils, Krischer and Rchnalter(l9O) found
the measured coefficient of water=vapor diffusion in still
air to be

D

v

In addition

vapor flów

D

IT

op(ç)
a

2,3
0

[31]

a simple expression for the diffusion of water
through soil cavities due to a potential

gradient of partial vapor pressures was developed
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dp,
[32]

-

Pv

where

the vapor flux (gm cm2 sec1)
coefficient of diffusion of water vapor

into still air (cm2 sec1)
T0

standard temperature

B

dimensionless factor of surface porosity

P0

standard pressures usually 760 mm Hg

pv

total pressure

P

D

partial pressure of water vapor

0

diffusivity for a standard known condition,

If the gas phase is immobile then Equation [32] should
A similar function

predict the rate of vapor diffusion0

was proposed by Rollins et al0 (195'4)

qv

a

DvM

P

[33]

dx
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in this equation
M

mass of cm3 of water vapor at 1 mm Hg
pressure

a

volume fraction of air filled pores
tortuosity factor

066 Penman (191+1),

Combining Equations [31] and [33] yields

aMD0 T1°3

q
V

T023

R

[31k]

dx

Experiments by Gurr et al, (l952)
Rollins et al,

dpv

0

Taylor and Cavazza (1951+),

(1951+) showed that Equation [34] generally

underestimates the rate of vapor flow by a factor of about
5 to 10 times,

Moisture flow under anisothermal conditions is con
sidered a consequence

of two mechanisms,

One theory is

concerned with the movement of moisture from the warm to
the cold surface in the vapor phase with the driving force
a vapor pressure gradient0

The second mechanism is liquid

film flow or capillary flow which is actually a result of
hydrostatic potential0

According to Gurr et a10 (1952),

Pearse et al, (1949) and others
static water pressure
h

(2c3)Ir

h

the relation between hydro

and surface tension

is

where r is the radius of curvature of an
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air-water menisci of a hypothetical capillary tube (nega
tive for unsaturated media) and the angle of contact between
the soil and the liquid is taken as zero0
sion a is a unique function of temperature0

The surface ten-

With increasing

temperature the surface tension decreases, but since the
radius of curvature is a negative constant for unsaturated
media,

h must increase negatively0

This implies that

temperature will initiate the movement of liquid water in
the direction of increasing temperature but as previously
mentioned this process must be initiated by vapor movement0
Kuzmak (1957), Kuzmak and Sereda (1957) conducted a study
to detect liquid flow due to a thermal gradient0

The first

paper was concerned with tracing liquid flow by salt accumulation and measuring the streaming potential0
flow was observed,

No liquid

The second study employed two porous

plates forming a gap between a hot and cold reservoir0

The

space between the plates could be partially or totally
filled with air or water,

No flow was observed due to a

temperature gradient as long as the gap remained saturated
with water and the authors concluded that flow due to a
thermal gradient is strictly in the vapor phase0
Philip and De Vries (1957) present a rather sophis-

ticated analysis of both heat and mass transfer in terms of
the classical mechanics of vapor diffusion and capillary
movement of liquids0

Provocation for this work was the
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lack of reliable data explaining:

(1) greater moisture

transfer observed than predictable from simple vapor diffusion theory, (2) the transfer of latent heat, (3) effect

of moisture distribution on moisture transfer and (4) the
effect of vapor pressure on vapor transfer,

The complete

analysis is presented herein since it has direct application to the experimental study presented in this thesis
and is possibly the most rigorous treatment of anisothermal,
multiphase flow to date,

Others (De Vries, 1957; De Vries

and Philip, 1959 and De Vries, 1958) discuss the simultaneous

transfer of heatand mass but

unfortunately

laboratory studies

reported in the literature have not included sufficient
number and variety of observations and control to permit
testing the equations (Stailman, l96'),
The Philip and De Vries approach consists of essentially four analyses for anisothermal conditions:
l

Extended vapor diffusion
Liquid transfer

Interaction of liquid and vapor

if,

1-leat flux,

They consider the interaction of vapor, liquid, and solid
phases, and incorporate the difference between the average

temperature gradient across the airfi11ed pores and the
temperature through the soil as a whole,

They modified

the simple vapor diffusion Equation [33] to include a
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separation of the "isothermal" and "thermal" components of
vapor transfer and to incorporate the effect of relative
humidity on the vapor transfer.

Their developments for vapor

transfer depend wholly on the proportionality of the vapor
flux to the vapor-density gradient,

This is apparent from

their expression (identical to Equation [33] except for
symbols)

vaVp

p

where

[35]

p

equals the mass flow which accounts for the dif-

ference in the boundary conditions governing the air and
vapor components and is taken as

P/(P -

The rela-

tionship of density to relative humdity was obtained from

Edlefsen and Anderson (p2GO, l93),
H

=

Pw

exp (FrgIRT)

[36]

or
H

exp ('gIRT)

density of saturated water vapor, (gm cm3)

'I'

the soil water pressure (cm) in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the water of the medium and
a function of the temperature and moisture
contents
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Since the relative humidity in an unsaturated soil is
usually 98 percent or higher the

p

of water vapor is very

nearly the density of saturated water vapor p, hence the
gradient of the water vapor density is

vpv

VH

p

+

H Vp

[37]

It is appropriate at this time to discuss the in-'

fluence of temperature on relative humidity for a condition
of constant water content0

Philip and De Vries (1957)

report that Carman (1953) reviewed the relation of physica1
adsorption and capillary condensation in determining the
adsorption isotherm of liquid in porous media and hence
the

'f'

(0)

relation0

Carman and Raal (1951) were able to

show that for low values of H

physical adsorption is

dominant, and that capillary condensation gains significance at high relative humidity
of H
point.
H

They suggest a value

06 as a suitable though arbitrary transition
Further investigation has indicated that for

< O6, (aH)/(T)

00

When H > 06 the resulting tempera-

ture effect on H is so small that again, (H)I(aT)

Thus, the statement (aH)/(T)

0.

0 is a good approximation

for the full range of humidity encountered in soil.

Incorporating temperature and water content into
the density gradient yields
vpv

=

H

VT

dT

+p3 ye
dH

[38]
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which is possible if

is a function of temperature only

P

and H is a unique function of moisture content,

the logarthm

in

Taking

of Equation [36] we get

Pv

in

H

''g/RT

[39]

Then the derivative of Equation [39] with respect to the

moisture content is

[O]

do

RT

w

do

Substituting Equation [LO] into [38] yields

VT+

H

Vp

dT

r ()VO

Letting
dp

A

dT

and

!
RT

dO

and substituting into Equation [35] yields,

-va[AVT + BVO]

=
p

p

[L2]

3L

whict can be simplified to

V'

Dr

yap

yap

'

°

yap

]

p

D

[L5]

v

I)

0vap

['

P

The derivative (dp)/(dT) has been assumed constant and.

eival to l03 x l0_6

(gm cm

°c-') for the temperature

range 10°C to 30°C0
It i.s evident from Equation [143] that the movement

cf water vapor in and through an unsaturated soil is
dapendent on both the thermal and moisture gradients0

For

1Eothermal water vapor transfer the simple diffusion theory
i

adequate, but for the case of anisothermal vapor move-

ment the simple approach fails

This is obvious since the

vapor pressure gradient is not due solely to the moisture
content

0

'Liquid flow also enters into the general picture of

soil-water movement

involving temperature gradients0

The

iiuid flux is both a function of temperature and moisture,
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Darcy's law is assumed valid for unsaturated flow and
1jq
k (8)

[5]

v

p

The potential function

is defined as the sum of gravity

Z and the capillary potential

According to Quirk (1955)

,

film flow is operative in a soil so long as the water con
tent is greater than that equilibrated to a relative
humidity of 20 percent0

This is the moisture range in

which the capillary, potential

both temperature

'Y

of a soil is a function of

and moisture content 0

T

At the same time capillarity depends on surface
tension and in the moisture range where capillary condensation is functioning, the potential

I'

is proportional to

The following expression will be useful in later
theory, i.e0
d
-

c

The gradient of

V

-

a

dT
is

a'y
VT

+---V0+'--k
0

[L7]
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Substituting these equations into Equation [146]

1iq

- k (0) G'VVT
p

k (0)

k (e) !! ye

0

['49]

Let

k (e) Gy,

DT11q

k (o)

then

_DT
p

Even though
G

G

- 2q09 x l0

ye

liq

k (0)

[50]

liq

is a function of temperature, the value of

°C1 has been assumed for 10°C to 30°C0

Moisture transfer under a temperature gradient is
very slight in both very dry and very wet soils0

The trans-

fer is maximum in the intermediate moisture range where the
liquid and/or vapor transfer responds simultaneously0
When liquid continuity does not exists the water molecules

adsorbed on the surface of the matrix of the medium form
isolated "islands" or wedges, known as pendular water,

A

monolayer is adsorbed on the soil at relative humidities
H

0,20 (Quirk, 1955) that is

'V

20°C (Philip and De Vries, l957)

-22 x 106

cm

H20 at

It is postulated that
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the radii of curvature of the menisci, thermodynamically

equilibrated with the soil water are at their maximum
curvature,

Initiation of a vapor flux in the direction

of a temperature gradient will disrupt the radii of
curvature.

Condensation at the upstream or cold region

of the liquid island and distillation at the downstream
or warm side produces changes in the curvatures of the
air-water interfaces.

The differences in curvatures at

each end of the island produce a hydrostatic pressure
change which moves the water through the island,

Moisture

transfer- is, therefore, accomplished by a "series-parallel"

mechanism of flow through regions of vapor-liquid islands
in what is thought of as frictionless flow,

The vapor

flux is determined by the vapor pressure gradient across
the air-filled pores

the flux through the liquid islands

is equal to the vapor flux also,

Only a time lag separates

the two fluxes,

It is possible to combine the interaction of vapor
and liquid flow into one diffusion equation describing the
Moisture diffusivity in the vapor

entire dynamic process.

and adsorbed phases was introduced by Philip and De Vries
(1957) as a multidependent diffusivity (]J*)

=

D

liq

+

D

yap

[51]
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where

Dliq and Dvap are selfexplanatory components.

In

turn each of these components is subdivided into thermal
contributions and moisture contributions;
D1jq

DT

=

+

liq

Dvap

DT

=

+

yap

D

[52]

0vap

It might be more convenient to group these transport
coefficients as a sum related only to temperature gradient
and a sum related only to the moisture gradient;

DT

=

D

T1jq

D

+

D

+

D

Tvap

[53]

0vap

0liq

Philip found that for soil tension greater than l0
H20

98 bars, the D

fusivity alone Dvap
H20

10 bars

the D

cm

is approximated by the vapor dif-

For tension less than l0

is equivalent to Dliq

D* is a function of both

Diiq and Dyapo

cm

In between

Using the nota-

tion of Philip and De Vries (1957) a general differential

equation can be written using Darcys equation, the equation of continuity and Equation [53],

V

(DVT

+

D0V0)

a k

2.

[5L.]
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where (0)/(t) is the change inmass with time and DT
and D0

the mass diffusivity for a thermal and moisture

gradient respectively.

Equation[5L] represents the complete mass flow
expression involving both liquid and vapor transfer and
the interaction of the transfer phenomena in producing a
net effect.

When the moisture content of the soil is so

low that liquid continuity is broken then the transfer is
due to vapor movement alone.

When the moisture content

is very high the transfer is predominantly film flow,
For intermediate moisture content the net transfer of
moisture is a function of both the liquid and vapor components.

It has been shown, by Rollins et al. (l95L),

that a hydrostatic pressure gradient is developed by the
continual condensation of water vapor in the cold region.
This pressure gradient will initiate a liquid film flow
toward the warm region provided the moisture content is
sufficient to maintain a continuous liquid film,

These

two flow mechanisms oppose one another and it is conceivable

rium

that for unique

pnditions, a dynamic equilib-

could be established in which the liquid flow would

exactly balance the vapor contribution,

The net result

would be a steady-state moisture gradient from th.e cold
to the warm region0

14Q

Philip arid Be Vries (1957) suggest a "parallel-

series" type flow resulting from a temperature gradient.
Both vapor and liquid movement take place across the pore
spaces and through the isolated liquid islands of pendular
water0

the

Distillation at the island interfaces will alter

radii of curvature of

the

menisci and thus induce

hydrostatic flow through the liquid island0

Liquid flow

of this type is not detectable. by tracer methods since

liquid movement of moisture through
alter the salt ccricentration within

the
the

the

island does not
liquid phase0

It

would be fallacious to expeot to separate liquid phase
flow

from

vapor flow by tracing salt concentrations

throughout the soil
Heat Transfer
In addit1on to the thermal influence on moisture
flcw

the thermal properties of the soil must also be con-

sidered since heat and mass axe constantly moving under a
thermal gradient0

Be Vries (l95Oa

i92a

1952b, 1958),

and other investigators have Jre considerable work

with

heat transfer through unsaturated porous medum.
Convection and conduction are responsible for

heat transfer in moist soil0 The heat

moves through the

soil particle contacts as ccr:ducted energy and flows
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through the void spaces as convectIve energy in the moving
fluids.

The soil-water system has anHapparent thermal

conductivity

XAPp defined by

App

S

[55]

pore
soli

where AS is the true conductivity through the

iedia, and

is the

'pore

contribution of

convective

transfer due to mass movement through the pores.

Jackson

and Kirkham (1956) have described a method of measuring
apparent thermal conductivity cf a soil-water system and
graphically solve for the true hermai conductivity,
In most systems the sensible heat or convective
portion of the heat transfer in the liquid phase can be
neglected since the system is reacting at such a slow
rate.

It is helpful to consider the flow of heat through

a soil-water s stem starting with the simple equation

of

heat flow
VT

where

[.56]

is the heat flux in cal cm2 sec1 and A is the

thermal conductivity of a homogeneous medium,
conservation of energy concept

From the

the following heat

flow

equation is formed:

-

_v'q h

.57]

where C is the volumetric heat capacity in cal cm2 °C1.
The heat flux through an unsaturated soil is assumed to
be equivalent to the sum of the components of heat flux
by conduction in the solid and convection through the
pore spaces.
spore.

We can write this heat flux as

+

The conduction of heat through the solid elements

is the same as that previously shown by Equation [S6],
v T

Philip and Dc Vries (1957) considered the convective
transfer of heat through the pore space of a moist soil
as the product of latent heat of vaporization L

and the

quantity of vapor flux, Equation ['+2], such that

VT+LD8

LDT

spore

yap

78

[58]

yap

when the coefficient of the temperature gradient term is
(see De Vries, 1952a, 1952b).
L DT
yap
yap
heat flux can be added together as
A

-

-

A

S

VT-

A

yap

VT+LD

The total

ye

[59]

8vap

Taking the divergence of Equation [59] and combining the
thermal conductivity constants, yields

- V.A VT + L V

D

V

0vap

0

[60]

L3

This equation substituted into Equation [57] completes the
derivation of the diffusion equation of heat flow in an
unsaturated porous medium,

The same equation, given by

Philip and De Vries (1957), is

C

v' x

v T

-

L V

De

V

0

[61]

yap

Simultaneous solution of Equations [5] and [61]
involves the experimental measurement of the potential
fields, the transport coefficients and the flux densities
in a soil moisture system with controlled boundary conditions,

This requires characterization of the moisture

regulating parameters and thermal properties of the soil,
Many of the parameters employed are difficult to determine
accurately.

Although solution of the simultaneous heat

and mass flow equations in soils is
at present a very difficult task, its
solution is worth great pains, since it is
crucial to our understanding of the microclimatology and microhydrology of bare soils,
Philip (1957),
Irreversible Thermodynamics

All independent processes fail into three categories:

(1) Natural processes that actually occur in

nature and proceed in a direction toward equilibrium and
increased entropy; (2) Unnatural processes that proceed

in a direction away from equilibrium and decreased entropy,
these do not occur in nature; (3) Reversible processes
which circumvent the natural and unnatural as limiting
cases without a change in entropy,

If the process is to

proceed to thermodynamic equilibriums it is necessary that
the system be isolated from its environment or closed.
Alternatively, the steady state system is one which is
unchanged in time but not in a condition of thermodynamic
equilibrium because of the occurrence of a dissipative
process.

In a sense, the second of these processes is

more comprehensive than the first for equilibrium is simply
the limiting case of steady state when the flux from the
environment approaches :'ero,

The classical thermodynamics

of the equilibrium state is not applicable as such to the
heat and moisture in soils.

simultaneous transfer o

Con-

sequently an effort is being made to apply recently developed
irreversible thermodynamics which assumes the validity of the
1952; Prigogine

Onsager theory (De Groot

1961).

The essence of the irreversiblprocess is the
creation of entropy.
De Groot (l952)

According to Denbigh (1951),

Eckart (l94O)

and Prigogine (1961), the

methodology of the irreversible process is based on the
following four axioms.
1.

The entropy production

definiteor

>

O

is positive

L5

The entropy balance and hence also the
entropy production are given by the
equat ion

dU

d7

dS

dCk

-

[62]

U, 8, V are the internal energy per unit
mass, specific entropy, and specific
volume.

temperature

T
=

Ck

chemical potential of the kth substance
concentration of substance k

The phenomenological laws are written as
linear relations between fluxes J and
X.
The force is the cause
and the flux is the effect. Thus, the
phenomenological expressions are actually
cause and effect relations. The generalized
thermodynamic equation is written

Tes

n

[63]

Lki Xk

Ji

kl
i

=

l

2,

3

n

This equation state that any flux J is the
result of superimposed contributions from
each potential X proportionated by a transThese coefficients can
port coefficient L.
be either single acting L± or interacting

Li..

The Onsager reciprocal theory is valid,
This theory states that provided the
fluxes J- and the forces
are properly
chosen
he matrix of the phenomenological
coefficients
is symmetrical, a
mathematical way of saying
[6']

It is an assumption of the Onsager theory
that the same Equation [63] are applicable
to fluctuation on the macro level for the
equilibrium case0 They hold for microscopic reversible processes and Equation [64] is assumed valid.
It follows from Equation [6Li.] that reciprocity is valid also for states of
nonequilibrium0

The theory of irreversible thermodynamics has
been applied to soil moisture investigations by Cary and
Taylor (1962a, 1962b), Taylor and Cary (l96'), and Cary
(196Li).

As mentioned previously the essence of the

theory is the generation of entropy0

Entropy as such is

born from nothingness, it is essentially a mathematical
entity which for a closed system not at equilibrium has
the property of increasing with time,

To know the entropy

of a process at any moment, and thereby the creation of

entropy, is a question ofknowing with sufficient accuracy
the temperature, pressure, volume and composition of the
system0

L7

Three primary equations are necessary to find
the entropy balance0

The equation of material balance

1

(continuity)

is written
dCk

dJk

-

[65]

dt

dz

where
C

Mk/M

k

the ratio of the mass of the component to the total mass0
is the flow of component k and p is the mass density0

The equation of energy

lie

dU
p

FkVkPk

[66]

is the density of component k, Vk is the velocity

where
of

+

dz

component k, Fk is an external force acting on component

k and J

is the energy

flux0

Gibbs entropy equation for a multicomponent system

1110
is

T=+
dt

at

dt

Ek
k

[67]
dt

chemical potential of substance0
into Equation [67] will yield0

Substitutions
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dJ

dS
dt

EFkJk+

dz

T

dJ
[68]
T

dz

Two identities are introduced by Taylor and Carey (l96)
which help simplify Equation [68]

d(J/T)

dJu

1

(A)

u

dz

T2

dT
dz

[69]

k

(B)

d

dJk

d (k1'T)

k Jk/T)
Ji

T

dz

dz

dz

-

Rewriting Equation [68] with these identities and separating out the irreversible entropy produced within the
system

a

To

=

d

d (lnT) +
k

-

T

LFk

0

[70]

For a single component system, a first approximation of
this equation can be expressed as a linear combination of
fluxes and forces such that for a constant temperature,
(d
J

=

W

L

w

WW

EF

w) 1
dz

d (inT)
Lwq

dz

Tj

d(lnfl
L

J
q

qw

W

[F

()]
dz

T

qq

dz
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is the mass flux and Jq the heat flux respectively

where J
and

Lwq

Lqw

[73]

by Orisagar's theory.

The first term on the right of Equation [71]
represents the moisture flux under isothermal

conditions

and the second term is the additional flux from the
thermal gradient0

In the case of Equation [72] the first

term on the right represnts the heat transfer by convection and the second term the molecular conduction0
By measurement of the heat and mass fluxes, the
thermal and moisture gradient and one phenomenological
coefficient, one can use Equalions [71], [72], [73] to
establish the two unknown phenomenological coefficients,
Once these coefficients are established, the equations
can be used to predict the mass and heat transfer0
Cary and Taylor (1961+) resolved Equations [71] and [72]

into forms analogous to diffusion equations for
horizontal flow,
J

w

dO

=

ciz

where
D

Lww

Lwq dT
dz
T

[7,4]
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and

Jq

=

dz

T

dz

[75]

where
Lwq

which are similar in form to the equations by Philip and
De Vries (l957)

Thus, it is evident that irreversible thermodynamic is capable of handling the simultaneous occurrence
of two or more processes, and yet it avoids to a large
extent the detailed characterization- of the medium required

by a kinetic approach0

Wiegand (1960) points out several

limitations to the theory

(1) reservation is needed in

applying it to reactions removed from equilibrium or for
situations where the flow is a nonlinear function of the
force or potential gradient, (2) the requirement of detailed
knowledge of the parameters is a most difficult task, (3) the
results are not readily extrapolated to other systems as each
solution is pertinent to the physical model0
Measurement of Trans ort Coefficients

Water Conductivity and Diffusivity
The physical properties of the porous medium are
combined in a lump parameter called the capillary conduc-

tivity K with units Lt1 or diffusivity D of units L2t1.
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The diffusivity term is often referred to as a transport
coefficient and by Cary (19614) as a phenomenological coefficient,

Boltzrnan (18914) developed a treatment of the non-

linear diffusion equation which allows for the calculation

of moisture dependent diffusivity from an adsorption isotherm curve,

His method assumes that the moisture content

is a variable, dependent on distance from the source and
the square root of time,
f (X)

0

and

The Boltzman transformation,
x t

X

- 1

[76]

provides a convenient means of converting the onedimensional partial differential equation describing the
horizontal moisture movement at any time,
30

3

=

(DeI

[77]

into an ordinary differential form
Bruce and Klute (1956) used the Boltzman trans-

formation together with the boundary conditions

8:

0=
0.

1

O

O

X>O

t

X=0

t

0

>

0

is the initial moisture content and
the input or output moisture content, to reduce
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Equation [773 to the form
A

_

-

2

dA

-

(D(e)J
dx!

dA

[783

Separation of variables and integration over the boundary
conditions yields

r

,

I

-J

dA

)

xi

ei

which eventually can be reduced to

- 2t- dx
de

X d 0

1

D (Ox)

ei

Equation [80] is not difficult to evaluate if reliable
data are available.

The calculation of a diffusivity

value is possible after some preliminary steps have been
taken.

First, it is néOessary to plot a family of curves

which represent the change in moisture content, for
experimental flow system, at some distance from a fixed
intake,

Each curve is the plot of data for a specific

time so all subsequent curves represent a chronological
order of events,

A semi-infinite, horizontal model is
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the usual prototype selected with the gravity component
of flow eliminated0
content

Although assumed initial moisture

s normally that of air dryness so that moisture

flow is a cons cquence of adsprption, the theory mayl be

applied equall

well to desorption,

The slope (ax)/(0)

is calculated from these curves at a known moisture
OX'

From the
the

same set of curves it is possible to integrate

irea x d

under the cure between the limiting

moisture contents,

The product of values selected for

different times wifl provide data for plotting F (a) as
a function of time0

The results of experimental work by Bruce and
Kiute (1956) indicated that a maximum value of diffusivity
obtained when the moisture content is below saturation
(75 to 80 percent)0

It is interesting to note in a report

by Nielsen et al, (1961) no maximum value of diffusivity

was observed but rather that the diffusivity increased
continually with increase in moisture content0

The

difference in results between these investigations remains
an enigma0

Several mechanical devices are commercially available to extract moisture from a soil sample
employ a porous plate,

all of which

If the device is to be used to

measure unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, then it is

5L

necessary to measure the liquid outflow by some convenient
means.

Complications may arise from the contact resistance

with the porous plate and an impedance to flow through the
plate itself,

The choice of mathematical solution may

account for these impedances directly,

Gardner (1956) proposed a solution to the diffusion
equation which describes the movement of water out of a
soil sample under a pressure potential0
porous plate impedance is neglected0

The contact and

By measuring the out-

flow as a function of time andusing the solution to the
following equation, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
can be calculated for any pressure interval:

k (6)
at

-

pg

az

[81]

ax I

where P is an applied pressure,that acts to force the
water from the pores of the porous plate,

By forcing the

water out of the porous plate, it inturn pulls water out
of the soil sample in contact with it, thus simulating
a tension or suction on the soil,
To solve Equation [81] the following assumptions
are made:
1,

The relation between water content e and
pressure is a linear function, 6(P)

a + bP
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where a and b are constants and

P

Pf -

where Pf is the final gage pressure.
Capillary conductivity is constant during
the period of outflow,

This precludes

any large changes in sample moisture content,

Both 1 and 2 hold if the pressure increment
which causes outflow is made sufficiently
amal

SLte solution to
series

Equation [81]

based on a Fourier

expansion,. is possible using the following boundary

conditi ona

The pressure. in

tact zone
P

thE Ecu

water at the con

s always atmospheric then

P (Ott

0,

No flow acrossthe upper boundary is considered
so that the potential gradient must necessarily
vanish and

0
-

.Q

is the sample length,

has a length of 2.Q

By assuming the sample

and the pressure at this

imaginary boundary is atmospheric, then
P (22.,t)

0

the boundary
symmetry,

and no flow will occur across
z

£ from a consideration of
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The magnitude of the pressure change is

3.

assumed so small so that
P (z,O)

P.

The expansion is

1

P (z,t)

- sin
n

2'

n

1,

exp (-cz2D (o)t)

(nz

3,

[82]

5

Recalling the assumption that the soil moisture content is
a linear function of the pressure, we can write
e

(z,t)

a + b P(z,t)

so that
o

a+b

(z,t)

.

IT

n

sin

1!Zd

(

2

exp (-c2D (0)t)

I

[83]

The total water in the sample at time t

(Wt) is found by

multiplying Equation [83] by the cross sectional area A
of the soil sample and integrating over the limits
z

0

to

z
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2.

=

£

f
f

A O(z,t) dz

A

0

f

a dz

+

0

-n
1

A

.

sin

flhtZ

2.

ep

n1

or

aV +

8bPV

1

¶2

nl
n

where

V

1, 3,

exp

2D (0)-t)

n

[8k]

5

is the geometric volume of the soil sample0

The initial volume ofwaterin the sample can be defined
as

W.

1

aV + bVP

and the final moisture content of the sample as Wf

aV
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The difference is the total outflow (Q0)

bVP

(W1 - Wf)

Q

or

Qo
b

[85]

vP
and b can be found from the total outflow, the sample
volume and the pressure increment,
The outflow at any time t, (Q

- W)

is

written

aV + bVAP

8bPV

[aV

exp

+ _____

(_2D (0)t)]

ni

8V1

Qo

¶2 L_.a

exp

(_a2

D (0)t

[86]

H

2

n 1

for

n

1, the approximation is

[i

- -

exp

(_D (0) t)

Taking the Naperian logarithms of both sides

in

_2 D (0)

in

t

,

[87]

(......)

By plotting in Qt1Q0 on the ordinate and t on the abscissa
the slope is then equal to

a2D (0) where

2

is defined as
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The method of Gardner (1956) does not consider the

impedance of the porous plate which may mask the true conductivity of the sample, particularly in the high moisture,
low pressure range.

Miller and Flrick (1958) solved Equation [81] by
assuming non-negligible plate impedance,

1

Xp (-.a?1

2

-

a2 (a +

Here a

n

a tan a

Their solution 5

D (o)

Csc2

t/.Q2)

I

c)

8 j

is the nth root of the transcendental equation
C,

a is the impedance ratio of the plate to

the soil sample and

2.

is the length of the sample.

Rijtema

(1959) added to Miller and Elrick's analyses by indicating

that a semilog plot of 1
cept greater tha.n

-

versus

t

has an inter-

8/2, as given by Cardner (1956), if the

niembrane and contact impedance are not neglected.

He pro-

posed using the intercept of the experimental plot to
correct for impedance without the necessity of measuring
the actual impedance *

}(unze and Hirkham (1962) simplified the mathem&ti:,.

calculation of unsaturatedhydraulicoonductivity by using
a type curve solution,

The immediate advantages of the
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Kunze procedure is the fact that the plate impedance need
riot be measured as a part of experimental procedure but

it, together with the contact impedance, are automatically considered and that the initial outflow is
used,

The method presupposes the validity of three basic

assumptions:
1.

The capillary conductivity [-K (0)] and
thus. the diffusivity [D (0)] is constant

over a small pressure increment,

By

utilizing the initial outflow data,
the moisture content is not appreciably
altered so this assumption is closely
approximated
The water content is a linear function of
pressure potential 0

a + b P,

The medium is a homogeneous isotropic
material,

Equation [135] of Miller and

Elrick (1958) describes the mathematical
model,

Theoretical curves called type curves are plotted
on log-log paper,

versus time

The experimental data is plotted as
t

on log-log paper0

These two curves

are superimposed and shifted to the best fit with an
impedance curve,

Once the impedance ratio is established
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a value of

can be taken off the type curve graph and a

reference time

t

read from the experimental data.

The trp value corresponds to the time

(e)

D

t

when

t
1

£

The diffusivity can be calculated from the equation.

D

£2

(o)

[89]
c

t

rp

The capillary conductivity

K

(e)

as taken from

Gardner (1956) is

D (0)

K Ce)

where P1

e

[90]
P1

is the manometer pressure at t

final pressure for the incremental change,

0 and P2
e

the

is the

change of moisture content of the sample such that
0

QQ/V

and

V

is the bulk volume of the soil.

It is interesting to note that Jackson et al,

(1962) were unable to duplicate results using this
outflow method of measurement even with careful experimental control.

The variability in results was prevalent
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regardless of the method of interpretation used.

They

concluded that quantitative measurement of liquid conductivity in a soil is difficult to obtain from the
outflow method.

Thermal Conductivity and Diffusivity
The thermal conductivity of an unsaturated soil is
dependent on many factors including bulk density, moisture
content, ambient temperature, texture and fabric of the
soil, structure and mineral composition.

The ambient

temperature strongly affects the thermal conductivity of
an unsaturated soil only in the vicinity of the freezing
point of water

At certain optimum moisture contents,

the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of a soil below
freezing can be as much as 17 percent higher than for a
similar unfrozen sample (Kersten, 1952).

Kersten (1952)

further states that increase in bulk density of a soil
sample by one pound per cubic foot may increase the
thermal conductivity by 3 percent and an increase in

moisture content will result in a marked increase in
conductivity continuously to saturation,

Smith and

Byers (1939) discussed the possibility of soil organic
matter reducing the thermal transmission properties.

Kersten (1952) associated high conductivity, all other
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things being equal, to coarse-grained soil composed of
sands and gravels.

Since the various rock types forming

the soil have characteristically different thermal
properties, one would expect mineral composition to be
a variable factor in determining thermal conductivity,
But, in consideration of the heterogeneous nature of the
soil this property is probably of minor significance in
determining the overall soil conductivity,

Soil

structure is important since the thermal conductivity of
undisturbed materials is greater than on the same soil
after repacking or chemical treatment,

Woodside and

Messmer (1960) in studying the thermal characteristics
of a moist soil, concluded that heat conduction was
opposite to the propagation of elastic waves through the
medium,

In case of heat transfer the solid component of

the rock has a higher conductivity than the fluid in the
pore spaces and the heat tends to channel through the
grain contacts,

Thus, heat flow through the macropore

spaces is relatively unimportant in comparison to
transfer by the grain contacts,

Conduction is responsible

for heat transfer through the soil matter while across the
pores three mechanisms, conduction, convection and radiation may act in parallel.

When water is present,

latent heat of distillation is an additional factor
involved in the heat transport phenomena

SLi

Heat flow is normally measured by either a steady
state or transient analysis,

When the steady-state method

is employed, the thermal gradient across a moist soil will

initiate a moisture flow and a transfer of sensible heat
will result from this convective mechanism not accounted
for by the simple heat flow diffusion equation.

De Vries

(1950a) recommended using transient systems with small

temperature gradients to minimize convective heat flow by
the mass transfer.

Jackson and Kirkham (1958) describe

a transient method using an alternating heat pulse to
yield successively smaller temperature gradients inside
the soil and reduce the error involved by moisture flow,

The resultant thermal diffusivity DT calculated by one
such cyclic temperature pulse is an apparent thermal
diffusivity (Jackson and Kirkham, 1958),

fusivity D

The true dif-

can be determined by extrapolation, of an

arithmetic plot DT versus P for a soil of constant
moisture content, to a zero temperature gradient.

If all the mechanisms of heat transfer other
than conduction through the soil can be neglected, then
the well known mathematics of heat conduction in solids
will apply0

The one-dimensional form of the heat flow

equation is

DT

a 2T

ax2

[91]
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(T)/(t) is the time rate of change of tempera-

where

is the thermal diffusivity of the medium,

ture and

A periodic solution which satisfies Equation [91] and

which satisfies the boundary condition
T

sin (2,i P't)

xO

or

T

T0 sin

t

[92]

is given by Ingersoll et a10 (l98) as,

T0 exp

T

1/2

-x

w

sin (tx): 1/2

(2DTY'2
(2

DT)J

[93]

where P is the period of the sinusoidal heat pulse,
(2t)/P

and T0 is the amplitude of the heat wave at

reference x
is an expression of the temperature

Equation
at any time t and

any distance

If the amplitudes

T

and

T2

x

from the soil surfaces

or the phase 0

and 02 are

determined from temperature versus time measurements at
two depths

and x2

x,

the thermal diffusivity can be

calculated from the equations
2

DT

iT

2

(

P_i

)

(in

L.
T2

[9L.]
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or

Let t.

and

tx2

it

DT

x1

-

[96]

t2 be times when the temperatures

their maximum for distances
and e2

x1

and x2

are at

and let

01

be the phase angles at these times and distances

then

(t2

- t1)/P

01)/2it

(02

0)2

or
[96]

p2

Substitution of Equation [96] into Equation [95] yields
)2
DT

P

2)1 ft2 -

-

ti)

[97]

(

From Equation [97] the apparent thermal diffusivity
can be calculated for each heat pulse.

versus the period

P

DT

A plot of the DT

of the heat pulse is projected to

the ordinate when the theoretical period of the pulse is
zero.

The intercept is the true thermal diffusivity
The thermal conductivity A is calculated from

the expression

[98]
p
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is defined as the volumetric heat capacity of

where Cp

moist soil.

Jackson and Kirkham (1958) and Kersten (1952)

both describe the volumetric heat capacity of a moist
soil as the summation of the heat capacity of the dry
soil plus the heat capacity of the water fraction, thus
cp

p3 (C S + C w R)

where

PS

density of dry solid

C

specific heat of dry solid

C

w
R

specific heat of water
ratio of the mass of water to the
mass of dry solid

[99]

LITERATURE REVIEW
PART 11--EVAPORATION
Theory of Evaporation
Two fundamental transfer processes are associated
with evaporations

(a) the transfer of energy (heat) to

bring about the evaporation of a liquid and (b) the transfer of mass to and from the zone of distillation.
Since evaporation is an endothermic phenomena, the
energy required as latent heat of vaporization must be sup-

plied either by the medium or from an external source as
radiant, conductive and convective heat0

supply of heat

cannot

If the external

satisfy the energy deficit, then

additional heat must come from the medium0

A temperature

gradient is developed above the surface of evaporation as

well as within theedium0

This surface or region at which

liquid undergoes a change of state becomes a heat sink and
heat must necessarily move toward it from opposite direc-.
tions

A similar case can be developed for the transfer

of moisture to and from the transition zone0
and diffusion may act singly or in

combination

moisture vapor from the zone of evaporation0
can be rate limited by
producing the

controlling

transition

Convection
to move

Evaporation

the available energy

of liquid to vapor, by limiting
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the supply of liquid to the zone of distillation, or by
affecting the rate of vapor removal from this zone.
Dalton Law
The phenomenon of evaporation has been studied
formally within various disciplines for one reason or
another as far back as the early 1800's when Dalton (1802)

made the first attempt to express evaporation mathematically, which is expressed as the Dalton law of evaporation

The Dalton law of evaporation from a free water

surface is,
E

C

[100]

where E is the rate of evaporation of water, Pw is the
partial pressure of water vapor at the evaporating surface
at the temperature of the surface, Pa is the partial vapor
pressure of water in air at the temperature of the air, and
C is a proportionality constants

This law holds for free water surfaces and for
drying media with a known vapor pressure at the surface,
when atmospheric

conditions

are constant and when the

total pressure is greater than the vapor pressure of the
liquith
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Saturation Deficit Law
A similar expression to the Dalton law called the

"saturation deficitlw.çwiegand, 1960) ±
E

C

(p0 -

[101]

where E and C are the same parameters as in Dalton's law,
is the partial pressure of saturated water vapor in
air at the temperature of the surface and

is the partial

pressure of water vapor in air a short distance away from
the surface0

These laws differ in two respects, the space

reference and the saturation reference0

Neither law is

very rigorous in that no standard distance between the
evaporating surface and the point of measurement in air
is specified0

Both laws are based on the assumption that vapor
transfer by molecular diffusion from the evaporating surface is rate limiting0

However, other physical processes

may be equally rate controlling

For example, the external

energy supply to the transition zone could control the
rate of vapor formation

The

external energy applies to
situations0

The thermal

limiting

nature of the

field as well as to laboratory

conductivity

or transmission of

the porous material and of the microclimate could be the
ultima'ts c©ntroiling factor in the rate of evaporation0

Temperaturese mayon

themolecular scale be an
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important element as it affects the vapor pressure or
"driving force".

This reasoning follows from a considera-

tion of the relation of temperature to the kinetic energy
of molecules which should be an index of the statistical
probability of vaporization.

The internal transfer of

moisture to the zone of vaporization by liquid flow
could appreciably control the rate of evaporation,
Although the Dalton and "saturation deficit" laws
are empirical, they are useful for expressing evaporation
under the following conditions:

(1) atmospheric conditions

are quiescent so that steady-state evaporation prevails,
the supply of energy to the evaporating medium is

ample to prevent rate limiting formation of vapor and
the evaporating surface is sufficiently moist so that
neither liquid

moisture movement to the surface from within

the medium nor vapor diffusion to the air from the transition zone within the drying body is rate limiting,
Parameters Affectin

Eva oration from Soils

There are two principal factors influencing evaporation from soil;

external or microclimatic parameters

and internal or microhydrologic parameters,

In this sec-

tion the various factors will be considered separately
whenever possible in order to establish either a quanti
tative relationship or a conceptual understanding of the
relation between evaporation and the individual factors.
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It is not to say that the factors are unique entities Unto
themselves.

On the contrary, they are highly correlative,

and as such, must be considered as possible related variables upon which the transfer of mass and energy must
depend

The early investigators of evaporation from soils

concerned themselves mainly with the external factors or
climatic controls which were readily observed and these
are discussed under microclimatic parameters.

The inter-

nal or subsurface factors, those elements of the drying
porous medium which affect the physical flow system, are
discussed under a heading of rnicrohydrologic parameters.

Microclimatic Parameters
Air Circulation.

In principala varied windspeed should

cause a perturbation in therate of evaporation from soil
by affecting the turbulence of the air and the thickness
of the laminar boundary layer0

According to Kucena (l95Li),

Wiegand (1960) and others, an increase in the rate of evaporation with air circulation is very rapid at the low

velocities but that at higher velocities the change in
evaporation with increased windspeed becomes negligib1e
Hide (1954) indicated that the principal resistance

to vapor flow from the drying surface is the thin layer of
nonturbulent air adjacent to the surface through which the
water vapor pressure gradient is a linear

function0

This
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thin layer of air in contact with the surface in which
laminar flow occurs is present even though the velocity of

the circulating air above the laminar boundary layer is in
the range of critical flow1

According to Anderson et al

(1950) as reported by Wiegand (1960):

In the laminar layer, of the order of several
millimeters in thickness, temperature, humidity,
windspeed vary linearly with height, to a very
high degree of approximation.
Transfer of heat,
of water vapor, and of momentum through this layer
are essentially molecular processes and mathematically, can be handled by classical procedures,,
In
the turbulent boundary layers windspeed, water
vapor and to a lesser degree of certainty, although
to a high degree of approximation, temperature,
vary linearly with the logarithm of height1
Transfer of heat, of water vapor and of momentum through
this layer are essentially turbulent processes
The thickness of this layer is directly proportional to the degree of turbulence prevailing1
The gradients of water vapor concentration and temperature are much steeper in the laminar than in the turbulent layer,

The transport coefficient of water vapor in

the turbulent layer is roughly 1000 times its value in the
laminar layer
Precautions must be taken when considering reported
dependence of evaporation on windspeed

For example) con-

trolled studies to establish dependency of evaporation on

windspeed are necessarily made under

conditions

of nearly

steady air circulation, whereas, under actual field conitions gusty conditions usually prevails

In addition,

climatological data on air movements are generally obtained
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on a daily basis from anemometers which record the movement
in miles per day

This arithmetic accumulation of

a

theoretically logarithmic function may be the cause for
low correlation between evaporation and wind velocity
Kucena (l954)

It could logically be suspected that variability
in air circulation might affect mass movement of air with-C
in the soil profile Fukada (1955) studied the problem and
concluded that:

The soil depth to which air can penetrate as
a result of wind, gustiness is very slight0
Even in sandy soil the particles of which

have a mean diameter of O5 to O25 mm

air

penetrates only about 5mm below the surface0
In general it has been observed that the quanti
tative dependence of evaporation on windspeed is not in
dependent of the geometry of the system; variations in
air circulation do not cause appreciable mass movement

within the porous media; and the coefficient of correla
tion between windspeed and the rate of evaporation is
very low0

Humidity0

Common expressions for humidity include vapor

pressure, relative humidity, dew points vapor pressure

deficit and wetbulb depression0

The variety with which

data can be often reported causes difficulty in comparing

data unless the wet= and drybulb temperatures are also
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reported so the reader can calculate the particular frame
of reference,

Schleusener (1958) found that the affect of ambient humidity on evaporation depended upon water table
depth

For water tables greater than 12 inches, changing

thehumidity of the air had a negligible effect on evaporation from soils,

A twenty-fold decrease in evaporation

from soil was demonstrated by Harris and Robinson (1916),
in response to humidity perturbations.

Few quantitative expressions for the relationships
between humidity and evapotranspiration are available in
the literature,

humidity

Lowry (1956) showed that the area under a

trace on the hygrothernograph chart, when plotted

against evapotranspiration on log.log paper, yielded a
straight line for short periods of observation,

Ceaglske

and Hougen (1937) dried oneinch thick sand samples in
air at constant temperature and measured the loss of weight
and surface temperature of the samples,

They found that

the ratio of the drying rate to the vapor pressure difference between the sand surface and adjacent air layer
was nearly constant,

Rollins et al, (l95) related

evaporation from a soil to the vapor pressure in the soil
at the point where vapor flow initiated,.

Hide (195'4)

indicated that the water vapor pressure of soil remains

l

For the mathematical relation see Equation

[3],
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within 2 percent of that for a free water surface until
the soil becomes dryer than the wilting percentage,
Available Ener

The fact that the rate of evaporation

from a free water surface is increased by an increase in

beat or insclaton does not necessarily follow for evaporation from porous medium,

For example if the medium is

fairly dry and fcr the case of

inso1ation evaporation

most of. the available energy except that which heats the

porous material is used to increase the temperature of the

urrounding airmasses,

In the case of moist medium most

f the available energy is used in the process of distil-

lation in lieu of increaing ti-he temperature of the material
or the air,

Tnus

the ambient temperature and evaporation

or evapotranspiration are
tion Is a cooling

orrelated, but since evapora

rocess the relation is complicated,

A number of references can be cited in which the
rate of. evaperat'cn

temperature.

as shown to increase with increasing

Staev

Schleusener (1956) and

Schleusener and Corey (195Y) measured ire temperature
profiles in soil columns evaporating under controlled
environmental conditions but did not use this information

in any formal analyi,

Wiegand (lEO) conducted evapora-

tion studies on moist soils using circulating air at
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temperatures as low as l27°C and as high as 377°C and
found that the rate of evaporatión.jncreased the higher

theambient temperature,
In most climatologica]. and hydrological studies

of evaporation, the energy is supplied from the sun as
radiant energy

In the study reported herein4 no source

of radiant energy is employed so that a review of evapora-

tion as a function of insolation is summarized in the
following statement merely for completeness.

With regard

to the effect of incoming radiant energy on evaporation,
it has been observed that evaporation is in phase with
the radiation flux rather than the temperature (Van Wijk and
Van Luin,

1953-; Van Wijk and De Vries, l954)

In addi-

tion, the effect of- radiation on evaporation from soil

depends upon thecontent anddistribution of moisture in
the soil

and upon

the severity of other evaporation

conditions

Microhydrologic Parameters
Soil Characteristics.

The soil characteristics such as

bulk density, textures and structure are important in

liquid flow and to a lesser extent in

vapor flow

Biggar

and Taylor (1960) proposed that soil texture and structure
influence the energy level at which water is retained by
ths soil

They also stated that shrinking and swelling of

-the sample is a contributing fa:tor in modifying the rate
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of flow of water and, furthermore, help to explain the
hysteresis effect commonly shown by moisture adsorption
and desorption data1

Two other important parameters are the moisture
content and moisture distribution within the soil sample
In order to simplify theory the viscosity of the fluid
combined with the physical properties of the media to
form a transport coefficient or conductivity of the media
In all but the case of liquid flow through uniform saturated
porous medium, the permeability or capillary conductivity of
the medium is considered a unique function of the moisture
content1

According to the investigations of Swartzendruber

(1963) and Neilsen et al

(1962), the hydraulic conductivity

is not only a function of the water content but is probably
influenced by the moisture gradient!

At present there is

universal acceptance of the dependence of hydraulic conductivity on moisture content but acceptance of conductivity
dependent on the moisture gradient as well, is subject to
verification

Water Table Effects on

poration

The effect of water

table conditions on the importance of evaporation from
soil and the effect of external boundary conditions on
evaporation rates should be considered in an evaluation
of microhydrologic factors

Several workers indicate that
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the depth of the water table is an important factor in
evaporation water loss from soils but little information
is available on actual rates of evaporation from soils
with a water table condition0

Shaw and Smith (1927) con-

cluded that evaporation in Yolo loam was negligible when
the water table was below 10 feet0

Schleusener (1958)

found that for water tables less than about 30 centimeters
the perturbations in the evaporating system produce approxi-

mately the same effect on evaporation from the soil as from
a free water body0

a linear plot of

Veihmeyer and Brooks (l95) indicate
cumulative evaporation versus water table

depth on log-log paper0

They further show that the evapora-

tion rate at the 30 centimeter depth was 62 percent of the

rate from a free water surface and only 62 percent for the
same comparison at the 150 centimeter depth
Mathematical analysis of water loss from soils
overlaying a water table were made by Richards (1931),
Wind (1955), Philip (1957), Gardner (1958), Gardner and
Fireman (1958) and Willis (l960)

There is general

agreement among these workers that the flow of water in
the liquid phase for isothermal conditions can be described
by Darcy's law for unsaturated flow,
-k

(6) V

[102]
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which is permissible provided q (cmcm2 sec) is the
flux of soil water across unit cross sectional area
normal to the gradient0
and

ergs grn

k9(e)

The gradient V

has units of

is -the constant of proportionality

in unitsof seconds0

The driving force or potential

function described by Equation [5] subttuted intc
Equation [102] yields

(C) (T

q

For

Vz)

[103]

0

ead.ysza-te, one-dimnicmai fcw in the vertical

direction

q

k

Ce)

[l0J

0

(
By a separation of variables and integrations Equa

tion [10] is solved for z

IdT

[105]

j 1 4 q/k

and K is the constant of integration and is determined
from the boundary conditions0
i

When the data for T and

Ce) can be fitted by an empirical relation

a solution

of Equation [105] is sometimes forthcoming0
Solutions to Equation [105] are reported by
Richards (1931) for k

aT

b

by Wind (1955) for
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k

aT3

and Remson and Fox (1955) for k

aT',

A more

general function which seems to fit most data is (Gardner,
1958),
a

k
Tn

where a, n, b

[106]

+ b

are constants,

In general the coarser

textured soils have larger n values,

For a large per

centage of soils n is equal to 2 or 3.

}Lquation[l0], with valUes 0±
in Equation [105]

n

By substitution of

aual to 1, 3/2, 2, 3, 4,

the latter can be ±ntegrated

Gardner

(1958) presents general solutions for the five n values
above Using two new parameters a and
and

3

1

defined as a

g/a

= ab + 1,:. Normally b is small and S is taken as

unity,

In the case of horizontal flow, the gravity term

ab,

is absent and

The following are solutions of

Equation [105] oresented by Gardner (1958):

Casel:

n

1

1n

z
a

(aT +

)

[107]
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Case I]:

n

3/2

z

- - in
2

1
6

+

Case III:

n

=

tan -1

tan -1

n

(26

+

[108]

2

z

Case IV:

1

/7

T+

[109]

3

i

z
=

:
+

in

/

(6 + 1)2
(62_ 61 + 12)

tan-i

(2T

[110]
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CaseV:

n

1
2

cLP3
+

2p3/

tan

+ pT1
- pT/

+ p2
+

('aiZi\
1+
2_T2)
J

K

-

-

An additional solution follows Gardner (1958), for

k

a' exp (-cT)

z

T -

Case VI:
in [a'

where & and c are constants0

+ g exp (cT)] + K

[112]

The K is the constant of

integration in every case and is evaluated from specific
boundary conditions
Given a particular solution for Casesl-VI, it is
possible to evaluate the tension at any point between the

soil surface and thewater table, z

0, by measuring the

steady-state evaporation rate from the drying mediums

on the other hand, the soil moisture tension has been

specified at a cetain depth within the medium, the

If,
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mathematical equations will predict the rate of evaporation0
It must be emphasized that this development is concerned
entirely with liquid flow within the medium.
Gardner (1958), using certain of the above cases,
concluded that when the evaporation rate is low and is
limited by the microclimatic conditions, a sharp increase
in the rate of evaporation results in a small increase in
tension at the surface0

Evaporation under these conditions

is unaffected by the depth to the water table or capillary
conductivity of the porous medium0

The shallower the water

table the greater the range over which evaporation is controlled by the external conditions0

As mentioned earlier,

Schleusener (1958), related changes of humidity to water
table depth and concluded that for a water table greater
than 30 cm a humidity change had negligible effect on the
rate of evaporation0

As the rate of evaporation is increased, the rate
of upward flow of liquid from the water table is propor
tionally increased by steepening of the soil tension gradient
until a limiting flux is obtained0

The maximum rate of

evaporation at the soil surface, as restricted by the
liquid flow to the surface from a water table (z

would occur when the tension was infinite (T

0),

at z

d),
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Applying the conditions which limit liquid flow or evaporation in Cases Il-VI, Gardner (1958), the following equations were obtained:
Case II:

n

3/2

q

A

n

d3/2
[113]

Case III:

Case IV:

n

2

q

A d2

n

q

A

3077a

A

246a

A

176a

A

l52a

3

=

A

d

[115]

CaseV:

n

A

q

d

[116]

Case VI:

n

q

=

a

exp (-cT)
a

exp (cd)

[117]
-

where d is the depth from the soil surface to the water
table
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Philip (1958) has presented a similar mathematical

treatment of liquid transfer from a water table to an
evaporation surface but the arguemen-t is based on water
content rather than moisture tension.

Philip (1958)

assumes that the water content is a unique function of the
soil surface vapor pressures.

He then concluded that the

flux or rate of evaporation was independent of the relative humidity (h0) at the drying surface except for
h0 > 0.99,

soil, hd

This is the same as saying that for a drier
0.99, the flux is

a function

of the depth to

thewater table.
Up to now this discussion has dealt on.y iith
liquid phase flow,

The only concern has been the limi-

tations of liquid movement from the saturated zone to the

zone of soilwater evaporation.
from stcrage
ment

As moisture

s removed

the sample dries out and the water move

in the vapor phase an no

longer be neglected0

ardner (1958) proposed to divide tbe soJ profile into
two regions, a liquid flow region in the lower part and a
vapor flow region in the upper partQ

At the boundary

between these two regions the soil tension is assumed to
be large enough to maintain evaporation at the limiting

rate (qj) yet not large enough to reduce the vapor
pressure below the saturation vapor pressure of
water at the temperature of the soil,

The water
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flux or moisture movement within both of these regions
must be the same during steadystate limiting flow and
Equations [113] through [117] for both liquid and vapor
flow are

An

- p0)

p1

[118]

(d -

2.

where A, n are constants given in Equations [113, 1l7]
D

is the diffusion coefficient for water vapor through

the soil, p1

is the saturated vapor pressure of water, p2

is the vapor pressure at the soil surface and

9.

is the

distance (cm) through which the vapor transfer is operative

When

£, on the left-hand side of Equation [118]

is very small compared to d, then only the first two
terms of the binomial expression are needed
for

Solving

2.

(p
A

+ n D

P2
(p1

dni

[119]

- p2) d

When Equation [119] is substituted into Equation [118]
n D
q1 im

A

d

(p1

+

-

p2)
[120]

d
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Since Equation [120] is the sum of the liquid phase flow
plus an additional flux due to a consideration of vapor
flow, the limiting flux rate or maximum evaporation rate

is increased by the addition of vapor movement over the
liquid contribution0

Gardner (1958) estimated this in-

crease to be less than 20 percent of the maximum evaporation rate for liquid flow alone0

He also suggested the

use of Equation [120] to study the influence of temperature as it affects vapor pressure and evaporation
Gardner and Fireman (1958) present a unique
solution of Case III (n

2), for a simulated water table

below the bottom of a drying soil columnb

The origin of

the z coordinate is taken at the bottom of the soil column,
and d the depth to the simulated water table is measured
from the top of the soil surface0

The boundary condi-

tions to be considered are:
T

d - h at z

T

0

T

0

at

z

d

at

z

h

[121]

where h is the height of the soil column,,

The solution of

Case III, Equation [109] becomes

1
z

=

[tan''T

-

tan1J(d_h)1

[122]
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found experimentally, using Chine clay (k

They

(yL

+ 56) cm day

under varying climatic

1100/

conditions),

that for soil columns with a water table less than 60 to
100 cm in depth, the rate of evaporation from a free
water body and the soil was directly proportional and
linear for low levels of evaporation.
obtaiicd hetwee

Good agreement was

Lcuated rte of evaporation for the

the

k value given and the actual rate of evaporation measured
in th

laboratory,

Jillis (1960) has carried the analysis of soil water
evaoc-al:

--i

h

atar tb

condItions te soils of varied

lithologic characteristics,

He treats the problem of

liquid. flow to the evaporating surface for a nonhomogeneous

wo sequences wero ccnsidered

rndja,,

of depth d on top of a sard (n
reverse lithology.
depth

.

boundary
:i)

+ d

a learn soil (n

') of depth

9

2)

and a

In both sequences the water table is a

This is a hondarv value problem with the

conditions

as

T

0

at

z

T

T

at

z

at

z

0

[123]
(14)

J<:

a/(T2 + b)

9

+ d
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Equation [105] written for the above conditions is

f d z

I

£

T2.

[l2]

a

(d

+ b + T2

which integrates to

a
q

d

a

- tan-1
a

1/2

q

+b

Normally b is small and taken as zero,

-1/2

[125]
T2.

This allows

Equation [125] to be written
1/2

T2.

cot1

a

[126]

In order to get Equation [126] in terms of separated
variables, it is convenient to let
(a/q)1/2

d/y

,

cot1

y

y

d(q/a)h/2

so that

then Equation [126] is written
T9.

(a/q) 1/2

T2

coty

or

(a/q) 1/2

T9.

cot y

=

y

[127]
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Letting

(T)/d

t

ty

cot y

Using lg.lcg paper, y2
ordinate and

t

then
cot

[128]

d2 (q/a) is plotted on the

= (TL)/d on the abcissa.

This curve is now

a type curve for an evaporating system with a loam material
on the surface.

For the sand layer (n

4) a solution is calcu-

lated from Equation [105] of the type

y

ay

1
L

y2

+ oy_77+l

-

cv

/'+l+tan

1

Y

[129]
y2

where

,)

y

2

2

and thus
T9

a

2v'7i

A plot of y
curve.

It i

as a function of c is made as the second type
then possible to superimpose the appropriate

graphs in proper sequence and obtain the flux density from
the point of intersection of the two curves.
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By selecting values of "a" from the curves of k

k(a,T,b)

it is possible to find intersections of the type curves which

will permit a plot of evaporation rates as a function of
the depth to water for the case where loam overlies sand.
A similar development was presented by Willis (1960) for
the case where sand overlies loam using the type curves for
each separate lithology in the proper sequence.
Moisture and Vapor Distribution.

Consideration of evapora-

tion as a function of moisture distribution seems to have
been almost entirely neglected by soil scientists.

This

situation prompted Staple (1956) to suggest that:
computation of evaporation must be a stepwise
process involving the calculation at short
time intervals, of both the changing moisture
profile in the drying soil and the resulting
evaporation at the surface
Chemical engineers have studied moisture distribution during the drying of porous materials, particularly Sherwood and coO-workers.

Sherwood (1930) concluded

that within hygroscopic porous materials, with appreciable
colloidal material, a parabolic moisture distribution is
generated by surface evaporation.

He found that the

moisture content is lowest at the soil-air interface of a
porous medium and increases nonlinear with depthe
According to Wiegand (1960), Troop and Wheeler (1927)

were apparently the first to demonstrate this relation
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using drying soil columns,

They observed a shallow surface

layer in which the moisture content increases rapidly with
depth.

It was postulated that moisture transfer in this

zone was by diffusion of water vapor and that only a few
millimeters thickness of dry soil is necessary to introduce
vapor diffusion as a rate controlling process.
Sherwood (1932), Gilliland and Sherwood (1933)
found that a parabolic moisture distribution develops in
soil even during the period of constant rate of evaporation,
that is, even during the period when external drying condi-

tions rather than moisture flow within the sample is
limiting the rate of drying.

Newman (1931) and Sherwood

(1932) give equations for the relation between moisture
content and drying time during the falling rate evaporation period, for an initial parabolic moisture distribution,
It might be concluded that the parabolic moisture
distribution is a unique function of the moisture flow
process and that it can be expected for a wide moisture
content range if liquid phase moisture flow is operative,
It is apparently the natural response of a desaturating

porous medium in coming to equilibrium with an applied
driving force.

A survey of the literature indicates that the
parabolic moisture distribution during evaporation is

9L4

not adhered to by all soil materials
free silt

for example,

colloidal

However it does appear to be characteristic of

fine-textured particulate or cellular porous media with
appreciable colloidal character.

The site of evaporation appears to be closely
associated with the moisture
tion.

tribution during evapora-

The transition zone between liquid flow and vapor

flow described by Philip (195fl as "paralleiseries" flow
is presently not well defined nor

understood.

The observed

accumulation of salt at the soil surface is good evidence
that most of the evaporation occurs at the surface when
the profile is moist enough to provide liquid movement
to the surfaceQ

As soon as the internal liquid diffusion

is a limiting control there is a tenoency for the locus of
vaporization to retreat into the soil
surface layer ensues

When drying of the

vapor diffusion becomes evaporation

rate controlling and vapor diffusion theory is compatible
with the observations,

Woodruff C191

studied the

evaporation of water from thin saturated samples under
room conditions of temperature and relative humidity.

He

concluded that the rate of moisture flux leaving the
sample is inversely' proportionel

the square of the

thickness of the dry soil layer at the surface which forms
an impedance to the flow of moisture vapor.
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Onchukov (1957) used the difference between the

wet- and dry-bulk temperature of soil air as an indication of the zone of evaporation,

On the basis of this

criterion, Onchukov's results predict that no evaporation
should occur below 25 cm but that extensive evaporation
occurs within 5 cm of the soil surface,

Accordingly, he

concluded that on both heating and cooling, the relatively
low thermal conductivity of air causes temperature changes
in the gas filled pores to lag behind those of the soil

matrix and retard the system of evaporation as a whole,
Before the water vapor can diffuse out of the soil pore,
a change in temperature which cools the solid matrix will
cause the moisture vapor to recondense on the soil particlesb

A cyclic movement of moisture between a surface

film and the particle and vapor in the pore cavity can be perpetuated

by

diurnal temperature fluxation.

Analysis of Drying Porous Media
Activation Energy
Since evaporation, transpiration, and moisture
flow are rate processes they are amenable to the theory
of chemical kinetics,

Application of kinetic theory

yields apparent activation energies which can be interpreted in terms of energy barriers that might be associated
with the mechanism of reaction on the molecular level,
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The force between individual water molecules is
largely electrical, due to the dipole moment of the
molecule.

An attractive force exists between two molecules

that are separated by a distance greater than some value
R0 (see figure 1).

As the separation distance is increased

from R0, the force of attraction increases up to a maximum
and then gradually declines,

When the separation is less

than R0, a repulsive force exists which is responsible for
the high pressure necessary to compress water,
A molecule in the interior of a substance is surrounded by similar molecules,

The thermal energy which the

molecules possess, or which is imparted to them induces
motion or displacement from a state of equilibrium where
the distance between molecular centers is R0

placement of the molecule from

Any dis-

causes repulsive or

attractive forces to develop with the surrounding molecules

As a consequence of the displacing effect, due to thermal
energy, and the restoring effect due to intermolecular
forces, the molecules in the interior tend to oscillate
about their equilibrium separation distance R0
A molecule at the surface of a liquid will, as
a result of oscillation, generate a net vibration normal
to the air-water interface0

The forces of repulsion and

attraction are unbalanced at the surface and the molecule
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FIGURE 1Intermolecular force as a function
of molecular separation

00C

Max.

U

0. .
L.

Distance between molecules-Separation

(After Sears, F.W., 1950, Mechanics, heat, and sound,
2d ed., Addison -Wesley Pub. Co., Inc., Reading, Mass.,
p. 3 2 I. )
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begins to vibrate beyond the surface,

The agitation re-

quired by a surface molecule to escape or evaporate from
the liquid is designated as its activation energy level,
Carman and Raal (1951) presented an activation

energy concept from adsorption physics.

All crystalline

substances possess a series of regularly spaced sites at
each of which an adsorbent molecule is attached more
strongly than in the intervening areas,

The surface

potential is considered uniform because the heat of adsorp-

tion is the same for every site, but as there is an energy
barrier between sites, a molecule must gain an activation

energy sufficient to enable it to escape to another site,
If the gain in energy is equivalent to the heat of adsorption, the molecule becomes desorbed,

However, if the

energy is smaller than the heat of adsorption, the molecule
is able to jump from one site to another without leaving
the surface,

Surface mobility by such a "hopping" motion

is quite different from that found in a gas and is more

nearJy akin to the diffusion process in a condensed
ph as e

Biggar and Taylor (1960) applied kinetic theory
to soil moisture flow,

They hypothesized that moisture

flow through an unsaturated porous medium can be studied
by use of energy relationships describing the interaction
of the solid, liquid and vapor; the apparent activation
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energies being associated with free energy barriers
resulting from the interaction,

Biggar's work was con-

cerned directly with the adsorption of waters however

he

felt that the theory Was applicable to desorption analysis

merely by use of the hysteresis curves.
expression

An explicit

for the mobility coefficient or diffusivity as

a function of temperature and activation energy is

o exp(-E!RT)

[130]

where
=

average diffusion coefficient

diffusion coefficient when activation
energy is zero
R
T

universal gas constant
=

absolute temperature
activation energy,

EC

is calculated from the Arrheniug equation
rn

m0

exp(E*/RT)

[131]

which expresses the relationship of reaction rate to
temperature.

In Equation [131] rn is t1e reaction rate and

m0 is a frequency factor,

is given by Glasstone et al

The development of Equation [1i]
(19Ll),
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Biggar and Taylor (1960) developed a convenient

means of calculating an average value of E* using the data
from adsorption of water by semi-infinite, horizontal soil
columns.

That is, it is generally accepted that the

quantity of water uptake Q by an initially dry, horizontal
soil column is proportional to

Then QAt2 where A is

the adsorption or desorption coefficient which is found to
be the slope of the line when Q is plotted against t0'5.
Biggar and Taylor (1960) suggest that the adsorption coefficient A can be analogously identified with the reaction
m in Equation [131]. Taking the logarithm of both sides of
Equation [131] with A substituted for m yield

logA

C

2.303 E
+

[132]

Therefore, by plotting the log A for values of A obtained
from infiltration studies at various ambient temperatures

vsrsus Tthe slope is 2.303 E*/R from which E

may be

calculated.

Wiegand (1960) suggested that the theory of activa-

tion energies might be a means of identifying the rate
limiting process or processes of drying, such as,

viscosity, latent heat of free water and the diffusion of
water vapor through air.

For example, if the data yielded

an activation energy greater than the latent heat of
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vaporization of water (about l05 Kcal mole1 at 25°C),
than some process with an activation energy greater than
that of evaporation of water is the rate limiting
function

Temperature Dependency
On the macroscopic scale the endothermic nature of
the phase transition suggests that for a given set of
thermal characteristics the temperature depression
should be proportional to the rate of evaporation

How-

ever, as the soil dries the thermal properties of the
medium change as a function of the moisture content
Thus1 one would expect a nonlinear relation between evaporation rates and temperature depression over the entire range
of transient soil moisture conditions, unless the thermal
properties of the soil change in such a way as to linearize
the relation or the change is inconsequential in influencing
the relation.

According to Wiegand (1960), the temperature change

for his experiments at 05 cm below the soil surface indicates that the thermal conductivity of the moist soil and
the dry soil do not differ radica1ly

This would indicate

that the thermal conductivity of the medium is fairly con
stant over a range in moisture content

This may be akin
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to the reasoning of Woodside and Messner (1960) in which a
comparison is made between heat conduction and the propagation of elastic waves.
1.33 x lO

Heat conduction through water is

cal sec1 cm2

O1

and through sandy clay soil

with 15 percent water the conduction is 2.2 x
(Ingersol et al.

2LL_2Lt5, l98),

It is evident from a

comparison of these two figures that the solid components
of the soil enjoy a greater thermal conductivity than the
fluid in the pores and the heat flux tends to channel
through the grain contacts0

Thus,the heat flow through

the pore spaces or gases in the macropores is relatively
unimportant.

Wiegand (1960) also noted that temperature depression was determined by evaporation rate as evidenced by
many isolated instances in his data on which rather sharp
fluctuations in temperature at shallow measuring depths
paralleled changes in the rate of evaporationQ

Kazansky

and Lutsick (1961) indirectly relate the endothermic effect
of evaporation with the moment when the moisture content
reaches the pendular state at the end of the first falling
rate period of evaporation0

Temperature as a steady-state independent variable plays a very important role on the physical relation-

ships or dependent parameters such as:

vapor pressure,
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activity coefficients, etc., which are considered active
during evaporation.

Penman (l9l) developed a relation for soil water
tension as a function of the absolute temperature and

vapor pressure which has the form

T

2.3026 RT

gM0

log10Po-

[133]

where T is the tension in cm of water, T the absolute
temperature, g the acceleration of gravity, M is the

molecular weight of water (l8O2 gm) and the symbols have
been defined earlier,

The rate of change of vapor pressure

with absolute temperature is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation,

A

d

dT

where A

[l3]

T (V_V)

is the heat of vaporization of the liquid at

con-

stant temperature, T is the absolute temperature at which
vaporization occurs, V
V

is the specific volume of vapor,

is the specific volume of the liquid0

Assuming that V& is
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negligible compared to Vv and A is constant over wide

temperature variation then

pV

C

-

[1351

where N is the molecular weight of the water vapor.

We

see that the vapor pressure increases as the temperature
increases.

It is apparent from the relationship discussed that
temperature is an important parameter governing evaporation
but only from the standpoint of secondary considerations.
The temperature fluctuations affect soil moisture tension
and vapor pressures which in turn control the evaporation
process

Stages of Drying
Such authors as Sherwood (1930), Pearse et al.
(19'49), Marshall (1950), Lemon (1956), Wiegand (1960),

1<azansky (1961) and others have established three dynamic

stages of evaporation from a soil subjected to surface
drying.

These stages are a constant rate period and two

falling rate periods.

In general, the stages or periods

are identified by plotting the evaporation rate and the

moisture content but might as easily be recognized by
plotting evaporation against time.

The fact that the

system is open or closed to the addition of moisture
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across one boundary does not detach significance from the
stages of drying but merely affects the progress or development of the stage,

Therefcrc.

it

is obvious that the

boundary conditions for an evaporating system must be well
defined before any comparison of response will be meaningful.
During

The constant rate

periods liquid moisture

flow to the exernai boundary IE rapid enough so that the
rate of evaporation is limited by the external parameters
These external parameters include the magnitude of energy
available as latent heat of vaperization, the relative

pressure and air circu aton across the surface to remove
the vapor.

Ti-'e internal

ontrols are equally important as

they can Limit the rate of liquid flow to the zone of
transitjo

Flow of liquid to the interface of the sample is
controlled by capillary forces so that the lower regions
are a source of liquid and all evaporation takes place at
menisci interfaces.

At the interfaces mass transfer is

accomplishe ci with a change in state.

Empirical relations

found to hod for evaporation from free water surfaces may
be applied with reasonable results.,

The constant rate period of evaporation will continue until the liquid distribution is such that capillary
forces can no longer supply liquid at a sufficient rate to
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maintain the demand,
storage.

Moisture will slowly be drawn from

The first sign of a reduction of evaporating

sites signals the end of the constant rate period and the
beginning of the first falling rate period.

The moisture

content at which this happens is termed the critical moisture

content, (Penman, l9l; Pearse et al,, l99),
Unlike the majority of investigators, Penman (l9l)

Kazansky and Lutsick (1961) and Gardner (1959), consider
the first falling rate period begins when the entire soil
surface has reached a moisture content in equilibrium with
the external climate.

The popular conception of the first

falling rate period is that it begins when a sufficient
number of surface sites (individual soil particles) become
dry and thus decrease the surface area from which evaporation can take place,

Kazansky and Lutsick (1961), from

experimental evidence, compare the end of the constant rate

period of drying with the moisture content in equilibrium
with it,

They single out linear portions of a plot of

moisture content versus time for several layers within the
porous material,

A plot of the time rate of change of

moisture content for these same periods indicates that
each zone reaches a plateau or constant rate and then slowly
diminishes as a decay function,

It was noted that in all

the soil layers the end point of the constant rate of
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drying is identified at exactly the same relative moisture
content, which Kazansky designates as the transition of

moisture in the macropores from the capillary state into
the funicular statee

As the first falling rate period progresses, moisture
is removed from the surface layer and the zone of transition

or the airwater interface recedes into the porous mediumb
Subsequent drying is by vaporization "in situ" and transfer
of the water vapor into the drying atmosphere by diffusionG
Vorst (1953) referred to the "capillary period" for the
constant rate and the "diffusion period" for the falling
rate stages0

Sherwood and Comings (1933), Pearse et a10 (1941)

presented data which showed that the two distinct falling
rate periods of drying are characterized by a regime which
changes abruptly from external control in the first falling

rate stage to internal liquid diffusion control in the
second period0

When the second falling rate period begins,

the surface is already dry and the transition zone has
receded into the porous medium, the vapor reaching the
surface by a molecular diffusion process

There

may still

be liquid flow within the media but this is greatly reduced
by a decrease in capillary conductivity through the dry
zone,

The evaporation rate during this period is not
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susceptible to environmental changes and the rate is

proportional to the thic}ness of the dry surface layer
Inferences from the Literature
Diffusion, conduction and convection are the three
primary agents responsible for the transfer of heat and mass
in an unsaturated multiphase soil system

These phenomena

can operate singly or in combination with each other
depending upon the nature of tht fluxes involved
The mechanism of soil moisture movement is difficult
to pinpoiit, mainly because of the limitations which the
system imposes on physical rneasurements

It is known that

the forces involved in mass transfer are a conglomeration
of molecular processes, governed by geometric considerations

Some of the mechanisms affect the liquid phase of

water movement while others must attain the energy level
of water vapor before their influence is felt
There is no universal theory which operates on a
dynamic, soil-water system

Some investigators prefer to

derive the mathematical theory on the principles of macroscopic hydrodynamic potential theory or on a thermodynamic
approach, while others have considered the capillary
phenomena on a microscopic levels

Regardless of the con-

cepts followed., the net results seem to be the same, that

is, the diffusion type mathematical model is widely
applicable to many facets of soil moisture movement
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Although the early theory of moisture flow was
developed for isothermal conditions, some very exemplary

analysis have recently evolved which decribe the effect
of both heat and mass transfer within the system,

These

are simultaneous processes and should be treated as such,
Two equations are formulated, one with regard to the mass

flow both in the liquid and gaseous phase and a second
for heat transfer0

Unfortunately, the transport coef-

ficients involved in these two equations are very diffi-

cult to assess with any degree of accuracy by present
experimental techniques; as a result the manifestation

of the equations as a mathematical tool for the prediction

of results remain

problematic,

Evaporation is a process of both heat and mass

transfer and thus is subjected to review as an integrated
physical system.

The evaporation of moisture from an un-

saturated soil is influenced by the external physics of
the surrounding atmosphere and the internal physics of
the porous media,

These controls rarely act separately

but rather interact at the same time to control the rate
of evaporation,

As a result of thesecor-itrols, each

system is an entity unto itself and caution must be
exercised in comparing results0

However, similarities

between systems can exist, in fact the process of drying
at a particular time must coincide with one of three
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srage, a constant rate or

one of two failing rates

The transfer of heat and mass is more complex for the
ai1in

rate :ceriods and iLsE definitive information is

avaae for these stages.
It is evident from the literature that a paucity
of reliable data has grossly affected an understanding
cf the evaporative phenomena and at the same time has
retarded the evolution of theoretical advancement.

Ac-

ceptance of theory is only possible when it can be shown
to agree with experimental evidences

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

It is evident from a review of the literature
that little information has been presented which can be
used to substantiate the theory of dynamic flow processes
in unsaturated soil0

The mechanism of flow is difficult

to pinpoint mainly because of the limitations which the
system imposes on physical measurement,

Undoubtedly, the

transfer of moisture is a conglomeration of molecular
processes, some of which are in the liquid phase and others
in the gaseous phase

but all of which are governed by

geometric boundaries and soil parameters,

Without a

detailed characterization of the flow system, it will be
impossible to completely evaluate the interdependence of
heat and. mass transfer in a drying porous medium,

In

addition, an accurate measurement of these parameters

will permit evaluation of recent mathematical flow theory
which is not fully accepted at the present time,
The project involves three distinct studies,
namely:

(1) the measurement of soil parameters in and

about an unsaturated soil column subjected to evaporation
at the surface and a constant head water supply at the
opposite end, (2) the measurement of thermal conductivity

ill
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at varying moisture contents and (3) the measurement of
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of
moisture content0

In order to accomplish these physical

measurements, a series of experiments were designed to
provide the information required0

The methods and pro-

cedures employed in the study were adopted from published
material appearing in the literature0

The concepts are,

by enlarge, of a theoretical nature; however

the study

is an attempt to measure and combine this information for
the same soil type under uniform environmental conditions

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS
Evaporation Reactor

The evaporation reactoras it will be referred to
in this study, was constructed entirely of acrylic plastic,

Published data on the physical properties of acrylic resin
indicate it has an average thermal conductivity of
.5

x 1O

cal sec

cm

A wet soil is expected to

have an average thermal conductivity of 6 x lO
cm

cal sec

Since similar thermal properties exist between

the soil and its containers
are well established.

the thermal boundary

conditions

Insulation to heat transfer offered

by the plastic container is similar to the physical condi

insuia

tions that would exist had soil itself provided the

tlOflth

Plastic material used in the construction of the

reactor seemed like a good chcice from the standpoint of
heat conductivity

however

for machining

or lasting durability the choice is a

and fabrication

poor one

The reactor is basically a Dewar flask by design,

Two concentric chambers form an

nnulus which acts as dead

air insulation much the same as a thermos bottles

Any

heat transfer from the inside chamber to the outside
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1 lLf

boundary must be by diffusion or radiation0

In prospectus,

the gas in the annulus can be pumped down with a vacuum
pump thus reducing heat loss by the diffusion process, that
is if all the leaks can be eliminated.

Thus, a one dimen-

sional heat flow system is established with reasonable
assurance of minimum lateral heat flux across the boundary0

Three photographs of the reactor are shown on
plates 1 through 3 inclusive, Appendix I and a simplified
cross sectional drawing can be seen in figure 2

Dimen-

sional information with regard to the reactor is given only

where it directly concerns the factual results reported
herein

as the size of the apparatus is arbitrary0

The

outside wall of the reactor is a cast plastic cylinder,

l775 cm in outside diameter with O63 cm wall thickness
and 36 cm in length0
critical since

in effects it functionsmerely as an en-

closure for the soil

insu1ation,

Tolerance for this cylinder is not

sample chamber and as thermal

Studboj.t sockets were cemented to both ends

of this cylinder for fastening the top and bottom cover
plates
The

inner

soil chamber or sample holder is the

nucleus of the evaporation reactor since it is within
this chamber that the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer
function0

This inner chamber is constructed of two

® Packing gland
® Multiple selector Wheatstone bridge

I

® Thermistor probes, II in the soil chum ber and in the reactor -top

(3 Copper tubing heat exchanger,
feet in a continous spiral

Porous plate, glass bead
Water reservoir

® Outer chamber

outer casing

® Soil chamber, inner sleeves and

26"W 26"L 26"H

50

drying soil column

(IJ

regulator valve
Vacuum pump

Flow

® Valve

Moisture recovery tubes, silic a gel

® Constant heed device, mariotte
flask adjustible in height
® Gas flowrator meter
6J Air input drying tubes, silica gel

Variable potentiometer
6J Null detector

study the dynamics of heat and mass transfer in

Constant temperature water bath

a

to

FIGURE 2Evaporation reactor and allied equipment used
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concentric cylinders, one cylinder telescoping inside
the other

Tolerance in this case must be held exact so

that a uniform clearance is maintained,
is a series of individual sleeves,

The inner cylinder

These eight sleeve

sections, all have dimensions of 10,005 cm outside diameter

with 0,63 cm wall and individual length from top to bottom
of

B - 2,54 cm

F - 2,54 cm

C - 259 cm

G - 3,71 cm

D - 2,58 cm

H - 5043 cm

E - 2,58 cm

I - 7,48 cm

The lettered sections are shown in plate 1 Appendix I

The

outer casing is l0035 cm inside diameter, with 0,63 cm wall,
The outer casing of the- soil sample chamber serves to con-

tain the inner sleeves as a continuous unit during the
sample packing and operation1

The purpose of the segmented

cylinder- is to facilitate dissection of the soil column for

gravimetric moisture determinations,
An

ring is provided between each sleeve of the

inner cylinder to seal the individual segments from each
other and prevent moisture movement between the sleeve and
casing

Any moisture-movement must be confined to within
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the soil column itself0

At the time this reactor was

designed, the "0" ring seal was the only locally available product0

Perhaps it would have been advantageous to

use a tetraseal02

The obvious advantage of the rectan-

gular te-trase-a-i over the- "0" ring is additional surface

area for sealing0

At the top of the sample column, above the soil
surface, is the zone of air circulation0

A perforated

sleeve extending above- the soil surface feeds air radi-

ally from its periphery toward the center of the soil
column where it converges and passes upward from the
chamber.

Air enters a hollow- cavity behind the feeder

ring via four nylon packing glands that- project out of the
reactor's top0

The arrangement for the injection and ex-

haust of air across the top of the sample chamber is
shown in plate 2, Appendix I

Also, note the multicon-

ductor cable tubes which pass through the reactor top and
into the- annulus space,

Each of these electrical cables

terminates in a female multiconductor plug0

2

Call

-

Manufactured by Goshen Rubber Co0, Los Angeles,
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The radial geometric pattern of air circulation
across the soil surface, 1 cm above the actual soil level,

was believed to provide a uniform evaporating environment.
Air at a constant humidity or vapor pressure enters the
evaporation area from around the periphery0
ation potential is maximum in this region0

The evaporAs each unit

volume of air moves across the soil surface, moisture is
picked up from the soil thereby reducing the vapor deficiency of the air and limiting its evaporation potential1
The section, Theory of Evaporation,has a discussion of
this process0

As the air coverges toward the exit in the

center of the chamber, the velocity is increased and thus
its evaporation potential is. increased0

The net effect

on the system is a nearly uniform evaporation potential
over the entire soil surface
At the bottom of the soil chamber is a porous

plate, behindwhich is a free water reservoir0

Two tubes

extend from the reservoir and pass through packing glands

fixed to the bottom plate of the reactor

These tubes

facilitate filling the reservoir and flushrtg out air
accumulation at any time during operation0

The porous

plate is approximately 89 cm in diameter by O5 cm in
thickness0

The plate ismade of fritted glass beads
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ranging in diameter from OO62 to O,25 mm

The plate has

an air entry valve equivalent to 85 cm of water tension,
The method of fabricating the porous plate was suggested
by Nielsen (l958)b

The reason for using the
the form of a water reservoir ir

ificil water tabl

in

'ntact with the soil at

the end of the column distant from the drying surface was
to maintain a constant water content at one boundary
Since uniform Suction is maintained on the porous plate,
it is assumed that uniform moisture distribution is
established at the soil coritact

The reservoir is adjust-

able for either positive or negative hydraulic pressure,
but is limited to the air entry value of the plate when
tension is appiied
Stainless steel packing glands (1/8-inch size)
threaded into the outside casing of the soil chamber

maintain a moisture seal around the thermistor probes
imbedded in the soil column

The glands are positioned

in a spiral from the bottom to the top of the chamber so
that two thermistor probes on adjacent levels never lie
in the same vertical plane and create an artificial
condition of heat transfer,

Where two probes enter the

soil column at the same depth the packing glands are
placed diametrically opposite at the same elevatione
Thermistor probes were located at the following depths
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measured in centimeters from the soil surface:
6,5, 9,0, 11,7, 15, 19,0, and 25,7,

l6,

Two probes,

one 2 inches and one 1 inch from the chamber wall, were

located at each of three depths, namely l6, 6,5, and
11,7 cm,

The short thermistors serve as a ñonitor of

thermal gradients in the radial direction; A discussion
of the thermistor temperature probes will be found under
the Temperature Measurements section of this manuscript0
The entire soil chamber is held together by 6 No,

10-32 brass rods that tap into the top plate of the
reactor, and pass through the porous plate assembly at
the bottom-of the soil column,

(Refer to plate 1,

Appendix I for a- photograph of the assembled soil chamber0)

Other equipment used in

conjunction

with the

evaporation-reactor during operation is indicated in the
schematic drawing-figure 2

The direction of flow of both

air and water is indicated by arrows on the drawing,
Further reference to this equipment as well as a discussion of its operation is covered- at some 1ength in the

section, Procedure-of the Evaporation Study0
Capillary Conductivity Apparatus

The basic apparatus used in the study of hydraulic
conductivity is a porous plate- pressure cell called a
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"Volumetric Pressure Plate Extractor",3

The vessel is

supplied with a 5-inch diameter ceramic type porous
plate,

The plate is rated at having an air-entry value

of 2 atmospheres,

Since the pressure chamber was designed

for total outflow investigations, the high impedance to
flow beneath the porous plate had to be reduced,
section of the metal base plate l/6L
inch

diameter

inch deep

A

by L.3/4

was removed from under the porous plate,

A disc of ordinary copper wire screen was placed in the
depression below the porous plate to provide support for
the plate during high pressure measurements.

A comparatively simple pressure system was
attached to the outflow chamber which could be regulated
to within 2 mm of water pressure change for the low pressure ranges

Constant pressure regulation is more diffi-

cult in the low pressure range where a small fluctuation
represents a large change percentagewise.
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the outflow
apparatus and associated liquid rate and volume measuring
devicesG

The arrangement of pressure control is also

shown on the schematic drawing.

The

function

of the indi-

vidual components which are shown in figure 3, as well as

Manufactured by Soilmoisture Equipment Co.,
3,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
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® Thermocap relay
(iJ Manometer

Needle valve

Ball valve

© Bleeder valve
0

Solenoid valve

® Single stage regulator
Volumetric pressure
chamber

0

Soil sample contaIner
8.9cm. dio.X 8.5 em. long
6

Air bubble injector
with clomp

© Porous plate
Water reservoir
pn hots -.

Outflow tube

ImI.
with 1/100 subd.

Burette (25m1.)
Hand pump
Valves

$
FIGURE 3Pressure plate outflow
apparatus
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a description of the data recording procedures, will be
fully explained in a following section of this manuscript.
Heat Conductivity Cell

The heat conductivity cell consists of two integrated elements, a heat exhanger and a sample container.
(See figureL for complete assembly,)

The heat exchanger

is a piece of l00l8 cm outer diameter copper pipe with
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cm wall0

A 55 cm length of pipe was used, although

this was an arbitrary choice0

Both ends of the copper

pipe were sealed off with brass plates, One end was

finished flush with the end and the other was recessed
5 mm from the truncated edge of the pipe,

The face of the

recessed plate was machined to within 10 thousandths of an
inch to insure good contact with the soil sample.
Packing glands were installed at the top and bottom
of the exchanger to provide for water circulation,

This

assumes the unit is to operate in a horizontal position
since it is imperative that the circulating water be fed
into the unit from the bottom and out the top0
will provide

This flow

automatic flushing of the gases which

nucleates from the water,

Access to the interior of the

heat exchanger is provided by a packing gland which allows
for monitoring the temperature pulse with a thermocouple
probe
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At the opposite end of the heat exchanger

porous plate and free water reservoir,

is a

A ceramic type

porous plate was used which permits tensions of an atmosphere to be applied before the air-entry value of the
plate is exceeded.

The sample container

er Se is a double plastic

cylinder one cylinder telescoping into the other,
innermost

cylinder is exactly

lL5

The

cm in length

The

plastic cylinders are the same diameters as those used for

the soil chamber of the evaporation reactor,
Since the theoretical model of heat conductivity

is solved for a semi-infinite boundary1 the assumption is
satisfied if the temperature at the end of the soil column,
opposite the heat exchanger, remains constant

The section

on Thermal Conductivity and Diffusivity in the Review of
Literature has a discussion of this assumptions
material

No

advantage is realized by using a double plastic

cylinderto form the soil container, except possibly the
addition of thermal insulation at the boundary and the
fact that the column will fit the mechanical soil packer
designed to accept cylinders 11,4 cm in diameter,

A

detailed discussion of the mechanical soil packer can be
found in Appendix III,

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the heat
duction cell and th

complementary apparatus used in

con-
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conjunction with it

The degree of sophistication in

setting upa studyof this nature will depend upon the
availability of equipment

Fortunately

a dualpen recording

potentiometer was available to record the temperature wave
within th

soil sample and together with an electrically

programmed valve (item ® figure
virtually automatic

data c11ecting was

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter is intended to provide a detailed
description of the various procedures which were used in
each phase of the study

In most cases the procedures are

unique to this particular project except for the studies
involved in the measuring of the conductive properties
of the soil where the procedures of the original authors
have been followed,

An effort has been made throughout the research

project to reduce the number ot variables to a minimum and
provide as much control as possible to maintain constant
boundary conditiors,
that any

investigation

Enough detail has been preserved so
proceeding along the same lines

mightenjoy the benefit of-this experience.
Characteristics of the Experimental Soil

The soil used throughout this study is classified
as the

content

Vinton

series on the basis of color and low organic

The soil is located on the Atterbury watershed

adjacent to the Pantano Rivers just east of Tucson,
Arizona

The soil was taken from the top two feet of the

profile where the material was barren of vegetative cover.
This particular soil type was very limited in areal extent.
The soil is a desert type alluvial deposit, slightly
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calcareous0

The results of a mechanical analysis using

the hydrometer and procedure described by Day (1956) are
given in table 1, Appendix 110

On the basis of this

analysis the soil is classified as a sandy loam0

The

saturation extract of the soil paste showed an electrical
conductivity of O59 rnhlliohms crn

and pH of 75

On the

basis of the E0C0 value and experience gained during a
preliminary evaporation investigations it became necessary to chemically treat the soil before using it in any
of the soil parameter investigations0

This treatment as

well as the procedure of fungicidal and bacteriological
control is discussed in the next section0

A particle density measurement was performed on
the soil0

The method used was taken directly from the

laboratory notes of Dr0 Don Kirkham
The

Iowa State University

procedure is similar to that outlined by W

O

Smith

(193)

The results of replicate samples are given in

table 2

Appendix 110

The mean or average density of the

sample was 2652 gm cm
treated soil that is

3
0

This is the density of the

the soil with its exchangeable

sodium replaced by calcium0

As expected the calcium rich soil was considerably
more aggregated than the original field material0

This

was substantiated by a decrease in the bulk density of a
packed soil column0

The results of tests run with the
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mechanical packer and the Untreated dry soil showed the
average bulk density to be I, b1U gm cm

yet the same

packing procedure with the treated soil showed a bulk

density of l6l

gin cm

Additional alteration of the

clay minerals was effected when the soil ias heated to

l5OC during the chemical preparation0

Water of hydration

was driven off the clay minerals and before moisture
equilibrium could be restored t
to be replaced

he soil this water had

The soil columns showed a tender4cy to

take up water for as much as a week after' the cclmns
were wet0

Sampie Prearat ion
Vinton silt loam ucs

&:en from the fieid

air

dried and passed through a 2 mm rounb hole sieve,

No

effort was made to remove roots and other organic matter
as the organic content wa

very low

The dry soil was

sterilized in a large drum by spreading alternate layers
of soil with chioropicrin and sealing the drum for one
week.

This method of sterilization is purported to

destroy all forms of organisms as well as spores an
fungi

Two trial evaporation runs were made prior to the
run reported in this manuscript

Accer tne compietion of

these run.s it was noted that the soil surface was stained

with a sodium salt accumulation and

furthermore

the soil
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water content was higher in the upper 2,5 cm of the column
than in the section immediately below0

An accumulation of

salts at the evaporation surface would set up an osmotic
potential which would have complicated the operatin of
the evaporating regimen unless it could be neglected,

In

order to reduce the osmotic effect of the salt accumulation at the evaporating surface and try to establish
conditions which would eventually insure a steady-state

condition, it was decided toremove the sodium from the
soil by leaching with concentrated calcium chloride,

The

sodium was replaced by calcium which in turn was retained

on the exhange sites by using a saturated solution of
calcium sulfate instead of distilled water as input to
the system,

Removal of the sodium ion was accomplished by
slurrying the soil in a solution of one normal calcium
chloride.

The sodium concentration of the clear super-

natent liquid was checked on a flame photometer to
determine when the replacement of sodium by calcium was
nearly complete.

Finally, the chloride cation was

leached from the soil with a solution of saturated calcium sulfate,

Leaching was accomplished with a large

Buchner funnel and water aspirator0

Approximately

10 liters of calcium sulfate solution were pulled through
the sample during an application0

The first liter of
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effluent was checked for chloride content with silver
nitrate, and the electrical conductance measured with a
Solu-Bridge.

The leached soil was oven dried at 150°C

between each leaching application0

This process of alternate leaching and drying of
the soil was suggested by Dutt, et a10

(1963) as a result

of experimental work which indicated that ionic concentrations in soil effluents were higher from the initial
wetting than for subsequent periods after leaching had
begun

After such time that the initial effluent was
void of chloride, the soil was considered ready for use
in the various studies that were conducted0
The evaporation soil chamber and all subsequent
samples used throughout this study were packed with the
mechanical packer using air-dry, calcium-saturated soil.
It was hoped that by packing all the soil columns in

exactly the samemanner, two of the soil parameters,
structure and bulk density, could be treated as constants.
The mechanics of using the mechanical packer are discussed in Appendix 1110

The final preparation of the

soil sample was to purge the packed soil column with CO2
gas to displace the entrapped air0

Immediately following

the gas, the sample was wet from the bottom with a saturated

solution of calcium sulfate

The soil column was allowed

to saturate as completely as possible, at least until a
film of solution appeared on the upper surface0
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Temperature Control

All experiments were carried out in a constant
temperature room,

The room temperature was set at 24°C

and would oscillate between 23° to 25°C,

In addition to

the room control, the evaporation reactor

was placed in

a constant temperature bath during operation.

By main-

taining the room temperature a degree or two below the
temperature of the bath, the room was used as a heat sinks
1-leat loss to the room as well as the endothermic process

resulting from evaporation of the water bath established
a

continuous

heat sink so that the bath temperature was

controlled by intermittent heating with immersion heaters

A uniform water temperature was maintained to
within 0,05°C by electronic regulation and continuous
stirring of bath,

The electrical control included a

mercury thermoregulator and thyrotron relay
the bath temperature caused

Lowering of

break in continuity in the

mercury regulator which energized a relay and turned on
the heaters,

The water bath also provided temperature control
for the air that was passed across the soil surface,

The

air was passed through a 50foot spiral coil of 3/8 inch
copper tubing, also in the water tanks before it was
drawn across the soil surface,

Water intake to the bottom
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of the soil column was also assumed to be isothermal as
this water was able to equilibrate to the bath temperature
long before entering the soil column,
Air Preparation and Flow
The air passing over the soil surface originated
in the constant temperature room where the study in its
entirety was performed0

The air was processed by drawing

it through a vertical glass tube,

6 cm in diameter,

which contained approximately 520 gin of t4 to 16 mesh

indicating

silica gel,

The dry air then passed through

a Fisher and Porter Model iDA 3565A Flowrator meter and
back into -two more identical drying tubes to complete the
initial drying stage,

Next the air was drawn through

50 feet of 3/8 inch copper tubing coiled in the water
bath and finally, at the temperature of the water bath,
It was drawn across the surface of the soil co1umn
the exit side of the evaporation

From

reactor, the moist air

enters the moisture recovery tubes and is ultimately
expelled to the atmosphere0

marked in figure

The flow pattern is clearly

The principle behind using silica

gel in drying tubes on opposite sides of the moisture
source is that the gain in weight of the moisture recovery
tubes will give an accurate account of moisture evaporated
from the soil column since air leaving the recovery tubes

will be reduced to a moisture Content equivalent
to the

13it

moisture level of the air passing through the initial
drying tubes

a

The silica gel columns referred to (parts lit

and 15 of figure 1) were both at room temperature and the

gel that was used was religiously prepared in the same
manner0

The silica gel in the input and recovery tubes

was changed periodically according to need0

The tubes

were changed while there wasstill a generous amount of
unmoistened material in each

In the pattern of the air

flow, at least two columns of silica gel, one in series

with the otherwereemployed.

The latter column in the

series never gained weight until approximately 10 percent
by weight was gained by the first co1umn

The evidence is

therefore good that the relative humidity of the air
leaving both the initial and final drying tubes was the
same0

According to Dehier (19Lt0) silica gel heated to

150°C may be used to dry air and other gases, which for

this study, was 0121 percent relative humiditya
The evaporation rate was estimated on the basis
of a gain in weight of the moisture retention tubes

The

silica gel in these tubes was always replaced with gel regenerated by oven drying at 150°C long before the indicator
color change had permeated the entire length of the columna
Two sets of moisture retention drying tubes were alter-

nated, each set containing approximately 1000 gm of
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dessicator,

The weight of the gel was taken to 0,1 gm on

a Mettler balance,

For all evaporation runs the flow rate across the
top of the soil column, as indicated by the flowrator
meter, was 8,t4 liters min1 at 25°C and 1 atmosphere pressure

A pressure drop equivalent to 20 cm H20 was measured

across the evaporation reactor6

The air input pressure,

as recorded on a closed manometer, was 978 cm of 1-120 and

the exit pressure was 958 cm of H20,
The microclimate above the soil surface was previously discussed at some length under description of the
evaporation reactor,

Let it suffice at this time to say

that the air movement was nearly laminar over the entire
surface with the exception of possible turbulent flow at
the exit parts where rapid convergence of flow occurred1
Temperature Measurement

A thermistor is a solid state element which has
the unique property of changing its resistance with
changes in temperature0

For the lOOK thermistors used,

each degree change in temperature will produce a 3 to
percent change in resistance from the rated value at 25°C,
This obviously will limit the effective ranges of a lOOK
thermistor from -5°C to 55°C, but for this study the
range is adequate0
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The electrical temperature sensors most widely
used today are the resistance thermometer, thermistors and
the thermocouple.

In comparison to the thermocouple and

thermometer, the thermistor has these advantages:
1

A temperature coefficient of resistance
about ten times that of metals, with a
correspondingly greater sensitivity to
temperature change

2

A much higher sensitivity than the metals,
so that a small mass will have high resistance, virtually eliminating the lead and
contact resistance problem.

3

The thermistor resistance is a function
of its absolute temperature so that no
cold junction or lead material compen
sation is necessary0

All temperature measurements reported in this
manuscript were made with Veco thermistor elements,

Nos0 5lAl, 51A35, 5lA3l0

These particular thermistors

are bead type a with a thin glass sheath

covering the

element aswell as a portion of the connecting leads0
All three thermistor types used in this study are rated
at lOOK ohms +15 percent at 25°C0
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Each thermistor element underwent an encapsulating process which was designed to waterproof the unit
and increase its outside diameter to 1/8 inch0

A thin

wall nylon tube Ol25 inch 10D0 was used as a mold to
make the probe,

The glass thernistor was placed inside

the nylon tube and the intervening space was filled in
with an epoxy potting resin.

Several types of resins were

tried but none proved completely successful.

Given suffi-

cient time in a moist environments the resin would absorb

moisture and the thermistor would eventually either short

out completely or develop into a resistancecapacitive
cello

Evidence of the capacitance phenomena was indica

tive of very slow balancing of the bridge and a correspondingly slow decay of current when the bridge voltage
was turned off0

The resistive change of each thermistor was
measured as a function of temperature and a calibration
curve drawn,.

The calibration entailed suspending the

thermistors in a water bathe

The temperature of the

bath was adjusted in l/degree increments on a 1/100°C
mercury thermometer with an immersion heater and variac
transformer,

The temperatures reported are considered

precise to + 0,l°C
A standard type Wheatstone bridge with provision
for multiple channel selection was used to measure the
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the resistance change0
at l00K

Since the thermistors are rated

the bridge was constructed with a ratio arm of

1 by using 1001< + 1 percent fixed resistors,

The bridge

voltage of 22 volts was calculated to be well below the
voltage necessary to put the thermistor in a state of
self heating,
detector.

A D,C, microvolt meter was used as a null

All data recorded during the initial calibra-

tion of the thermistor probes and during the remaining
studieswere made with the same bridge,

Twelve calibrated thermistors were employed to
measure the temperature gradient during the evaporation
study

eleven units were imbedded in the soil column and

a twelfth unit was permanently mounted in the top of the
evaporation reactor to record the temperature of exiting
gas

During an evaporation run the transient temperature

within the soil column was recorded,

This information is

included in the table of data Appendix I at the end of
the manuscript.

The temperature data was recorded manually

by selecting the individual thermistors with the multiple
selector switch and balancing the bridge circuit by
adjusting a variable resistance potentiometer,

At bridge

balance the reading of the resistance potentiometer was
recorded and later converted to temperature from the
conversion tttype" curves,
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Procedure of the Evaporation Study

Chemically treated airdry soil was passed through
a

2

mm

round hole sieve and packed into the sample chamber

with the mechanical packer constructed specifically for
this pUrpose0

Since the mechanical packer was designed

to accommodate the soil chamber directly

the soil column

was not disturbed in any way except at the ends of the
column where the sample extensions were cut off0

These

sample extensions are 3inch long sections of plastic
tubing placed on both ends of the soil column during
packing,

The fact that these extensions could be cut off

of the soil column meant that any irregularity at the beginning and end of the packing procedure were removed0
A dry fritted glass porous plate was placed on
the bottom of the soil column0

Carbon dioxide gas was

forced through the dry soil to displace the air entrapped
in the sample as a result of packing0

A Beckman D2

oxygen analyzer was used to detect the presence of oxygen

in the expelled air0

When the percentage of detected

oxygen was less than S percents the soil was considered

completely purged with CO20

Immediately following the CO2 treatment the sample
was wet from the bottom with a supernatent solution of

calcium sulfate (solubility in cold water of 24l gm/litrY
The soil column was saturated to the surface by positive
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hydraulic pressure0

After saturation was complete the

soil column was subjected entirely to desorption so that
any interpretation of the

data would be free of hysteresis.

The saturated soil column was allowed to equilibrate to the air temperature of the room0

The thermistor

probes were forced through the packing glands and into the
saturated soi1

The evaporation chamber was assembled and

placed into the constant temperature bath0
Tension on the water reservoir below the porous
plate was regulated by means of a cathetometer after the
evaporation reactor was placed in the bathe
cathetometer

The

was used to visually sight on the top of

the porous plate as a reference elevation and the amount
of tension or pressure was set by placing the Mariotte
flasks at the proper elevation,

A tension of 50 cm of

H20 was maintained throughout the experiment,

The

Mariotte flask or constant head device consisted of a
graduated reservoir so that the outflow from the flask
was recorded as input into the soil column,
figure 2

As shown in

the pressure inside of the reactor was taken

as the bubbling pressure of the constant head device,
This pressure was regulated by a clOsed mercury manometer
attached to the air input system0

The air circulation

was adjusted for the same pressure drop at all times,
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The volumetric rate of air circulation across the soil
surface was constant provided the pressure drop across the
reactor was constant as measured by the

manometers

A

small silica gel drying tube was placed in the pressure
line to trap any water vapor diffusing from the constant

head flasks to the evaporation reactor0
The soil was allowed to equilibrate with the bath
temperature (26°C) before air circulation was started0

When all of the thermistors implanted in the soil column
registered 26°C, air circulation across the top of the
soil column was initiated0

Time for the study began with

initiatioii of the air circulation and evaporation0

Dry air, relative humidity of Ol2 percent and at
the temperature of the bath (26°C), was circulated across

the top of the soil at a volumetric rate of O3 cfm0

The

moisture laden air exiting the evaporation reactor was
led through identical silica gel columns where the moisture was trapped0

In the moisture trap the air was again

reduced to a relative humidity of Ol2 percent and expelled
from the system0

By using the same system to dry the air

before and after the moisture source, any moisture in the
air which escaped the initial drying columns theoretically

would evade the final moisture trap and thus the netpickup would consist of only the moisture from the drying soil
column0
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The preliminary drying tubes were filled every
12 hours with regenerated silica gel0

The moisture

recovery tubes were alternately weighed and dried to
determine the amount of moisture recovered during a
specific time interval0

The moisture recovered, divided

by a time interval, is defined as the rate of evaporation effective during a specific interval0

Duplicate

moisture recovery drying tubes were connected to the

ir

circulation system without impairing the flow of air
across the soil sample0

This arrangement assured complete

moisture recovery,

With initiation of air circulation a temperature
depression was immediately apparent in the top sections
of the soil column0

This depression was recorded by the

thermistor probes in the sample0

After a while the tern-

perature depression was transmitted down the soil column,
developing a thermal gradient from the bottom to the top
This gradient was measured periodically during the course
of the experiment and the data are presented in table 2
of Appendix 110

An additional measurement of the tempera-

ture of the air exiting from the evaporation reactor was
recorded on the same electronic network used to record the
temperature within the soil column0
A typical sequence of events is described here to

acquaint the reader with the procedure followed in taking
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the experimental data.,

The procedure began by changing

the silica gel in the moisture recovery tubes and the
initial drying tubes

Previously regenerated silica gel

was weighed and placed in a duplicate set of drying tubes
for replacement with that already in operation,

ately after the silica gel was repiaced

Immedi-

the air circula-

tion was adjusted toa known pressure setting on the manometer,

It was important to maintain exactly the same flow

of air across the soil surface to insure constant evaporating potential,

This was accomplished by maintaining a

uniform pressure drop above the soil column,
The silica gel from the moisture recovery tubes
was weighed on a Mettler balance (+0,1 gm) to determine the

weight gain which occurred during use

The difference in

the dry weight of the silica gel and the wet weight represented the quantity of water evaporated from the soil
column,

These data were recorded twice daily or as often

as the drying tubes required changing

An indicating type

silica gel was used and the material replaced before a
complete color change had propagated throughout the entire
drying column; otherwise

the measurements would be

erroneous

The thermistor readings normally were taken either
before or after changing the silica gel

Since only a few

minutes were required to measure the thermistors, one time

lL L

of record was reported

usually being at the time the

last thermistor was read0

As the rate of change in

tern-.

perature diminished% measurements were taken over broad
intervals and not every time the silica gel was changed0

Conversion of the thermistor reading to direct temperature
measurement was made possible by consulting the calibra
tion curve of each individual element0

A continuous graph

of both the temperature change and the rate of evaporation
was maintained throughout the experiment,

It was hoped

that a steady='state condition could be recognized from
the graphs0

When it was decided to terminate the experiments
the evaporation reactor was removed from the water bath
but air circulation was

maintained

until the final moment

when the unit was disassembled to determine the moisture
distribution,

The soil chamber was placed in a device

which pushed the inside sleeves and soil sample out of
the casing,

As each section projected beyond the casings

a breadblade knife was pushed between adjacent sleeves
severing the soil sample into individual segments,
wet weight of each sample was recorded,

The

An average of

10 minutes was necessary to completely divide the soil
columns during which time some moisture adjustment was
taking place0

The amount of moisture movement, however

was believed negligible0
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After each soil segment had been dried for
hours at lO5°C, the samples were weighed again,

2'

The differ-

ence in weight between the wet and dry sample was taken as
the water content for the entire section,

Thus

the mois-

ture gradient in the soil column was determined only at
the completion of the experiment by plotting the moisture
content of each soil segment at its midpoint as measured
from the top of the column,

Procedure for the Hydraulic
Conductivity Measurements
The moisture outflows or unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity study

began with the packing of a soil

column identical to the soil column used in the evaporation study

except that it was 3 inches long,

The proced

ure of displacing the air with CO2 and of saturating the
sample with superna-tant calcium sulface solution was

exactly the same as that described for the evaporation
study,

The saturated sample was allowed to equilibrate at

a positive pressure of 20 cm H20 until the moisture con
tent of the sample was in equilibrium at the applied
pressure and no further outflow was

observed,

The total

outflow (Q0) from the soil sample was recorded in the
25 ml burette shown in figure 3,

The initial outflow

(Q1) was recorded at the beginning of each pressure increment

preferably after a portion of the outflow had been
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circulated beneath the porous plate to remove any air
bubbles which might have nucleated from the water,

It is

important to record the quantity of water extracted during
each consecutive pressure pulse,

This information was

used to account for the moisture content at each stage in
the conductivity measurement.

A reasonable pressure increment was chosen for the
outflow measurement,

This increment was adjusted on the

pressure manometer, which activates the thermocap relay.
After the proper pressure adjustments were completed, an
air bubble was introduced into the outflow pipette
(figure 3) and the leading interface moved to the zero
graduation mark

Time for the outflow measurement began

when each pressure pulse was applied to the sample.

The

advance of the air bubble in the pipette was recorded as
a volumetric rate (Q)

After the air bubble had advanced

the length of the outflow pipette
directly from the 25 ml burette

readingswere taken
Eventually the outflow

would cease and the final or total liquid outflow (Q0) was
read from the burette,

Table

L

is a typical record of the

outflow data,

The outflow data were plotted on 4-cycle log-log
paper with the ordinate Q/Q0 and time t along the abscissa.

The experimental graph was superimposed on a family of
theoretical type curves and the experimental curve matched
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for best fit with one of the type curves.

Once the exper-.

iniental data have been matched with a type curve

ence time tr

can be read from the time scale

was also taken from the type curves
and with the following equations

a refer-

A value of

With these values

P./(c2

D(e)

t

1

K(o)

D(0)

prior to t

e/(P2p1)

rp

and

)

where P1 is the gauge pressure

0 and P2 is the gauge pressure after t

is the fractional

change

f the moisture content brought

about by the change in pressure (e
tivity is easily calculated

0, Le

Q0/V), the conduc-

The same procedure was

repeated at higher and higher pressure increments
At the end of the experiments the final water content of the sample was determined gravimetrically on a dry
weight basis or on a bulk volume basis

The water content

was extrapolated back to each pressure increment to permit
plotting of the dependent hydraulic conductivity as a
function of moisture content
Procedure for the
Heat Diffusivitv Measurement

The heat conductivity cell was filled with the
same soil and packed by the same mechanical packer as

those used fr preparing the soil column for the evaporation study

The sample was purged with 002 gas and

finally saturated with a saturated Ca SO

solution

When

the soil was completely saturated the assembled chamber
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was placed in a styrofoam container0

A tension was

applied to the porous plate by lowering a liquid filled
tube

connected to the porous plate and reservoir, to the

proper depth)

A port in the side of the soil container

was open to the atmosphere fox pressure equilization,

The

sample was considered equilibrated to the applied tension

when the air water interface in a 1 cc pipette

figure 4

no longer moved,

After the soil moisture was drained to the applied
tensions the sample was assumed to be of uniform moisture
content throughout.

At this point

it was necessary to

seal the system against any further gain or loss of mois
turer.

A sinusoidal heat pulse was applied to the soil by

alternately pumping hot and cold water through the copper
heat exchanger.

The pulse was monitored with a copper

constantan thermocouple inside the heat exchanger and
recorded by a Varian chart recorder

It was important

that the shape of the heat pulse be as close to a sinu
soidal wave form as possibie

because the theory on which

the thermal conductivity analysis is based assumes the
heat pulse is a sine functions
Prior to the recording of a heat pulse in soil
the thermistor probes

bridge circuits and dual pen record

ing potentiometer were balanced at the mean temperature of
the heat pulser.

This study used a cold bath of 16°C and a

iL

warm bath of 2°C, and the center of the recording chart
was zeroed at 20°C,

The period of the heat pulse was progrummed with
a Flexopulse electric timer which operates a mutor-driven
three-way valve to select input from either the hot or
cold water bath,

Five mnutes was tie minimum period for

which it was possible to detect a maximum point of displacement on the chart recorded wave form,

Usually the

5 minute pulse was applied in the morning and operated
until the temperature no longer drifted,

After the tem-

perature was established, the 5 minute period was main-

tained for at least 2 hours

The apparent thermal con-

ductivity was calculated using Equation [97J
A second heat pulse was applied to the soil; this
time, the period was 10 minutes,

Again the pulse was con-

tinued until the recorded wave no longer showed signs of
drift,

The pulse was allowed to run 3 hours and again the

apparent condttivity was càlculate

from this new data

A third sequence was run with a 15-minute period and a
third apparent thermal conductivity was calculated,
By graphing the apparent thermal conductivity on
the ordinate and the period of the heat pulse on the abscissa

the curve was extrapolated to intersect the ordi-

nate representing a zero pulse,

The zero pulse is equlva-

lent to a zero thermal gradient in the porous medium and
complete elimination of any convective transfer,

The

9
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value of the thermal conductivity extrapolated to a zero

period is then defined as the true thermal conductivity of
the samples

Since the thermal conductivity of a soil-water

system is dependent on the moisture content of the porous

material, a series of thermal measurements must be repeated
on the sample for the entire moisture range.

Then, the

thermal conductivity can be plotted as a function of moisture
content or as a function of soil tension provided the mois-

ture contenttension information is available.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mass Transfer Phenomena
It has been purported by many investigators that
the drying of an unsaturated soil can be categorized by
three stages of activity.

These stages can be recognized

from a graphical representation of the rate of evaporation
as a function of time,

Such a graph is shown in figure 5

Two curves are shown in figure 5

The top curve

is the rate at which moisture was trapped in the drying
tubes, or the dynamic evaporation rate, plotted against
the cumulative time since evaporation began0

Each rate

was plotted at the midpoint of the time interval for which
it was effective0

Note the arrows in figure 5 indicating

the major change in slope of the curved

The first arrow

marks the transition from a constant rate period to the
first falling rate period of evaporation0

occurred after S to 6 hours0

This transition

The second arrow at 125 hours

marks the beginning of the second falling rate periodb

It

is interesting to note that on an average the slope of the
second falling rate period is very much less than the
average slope for the first falling rate period0

Apparently

during the first falling rate period, the rate limiting
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controls have a drastic effect on the rate
of evaporation,
whereas the influential factors limiting
the second falling
rate period are not as severe.
The lower curve in figure 5 shows the liquid input
at the bottom of the soil chamber. Here again the rate of
input is assumed operative at the midpoint of a time interval
and plotted accordingly.

The arithmetic difference between

these two curves represents a reduction of moisture in
storage.

The sample was continuously dried by an amount

equivalent to the displacement between the rate of liquid
uptake and the rate of evaporation from the surface.
Portions of the evaporation curve can be approximated
mathematically by
E

at'

[136]

where E is the evaporation rate in gm cm2 hr1, a and n
are constants to be determined empirically and t is the
time.

It is apparent from the shape of the two curves
in figure 5 that the input curve is nearly parallel to the
evaporation curve but displaced by an amount equivalent to
the reduction from storage,

Correlation between the rate

of evaporation and the rate of uptake is highly significant.

1514

What is not quite so evident is the way in which these
curves are related physically, or why the two rates did
not coincide given sufficient time
A part of the spread between the rate of evaporation and the rate of intake at the bottom of the column
is due to experimental error, but this does not explain

why the spread is always in the same directions

If the

system was entirely fluid, no porous medium, it is
reasonable to assume that the liquid input would instantaneously match any evaporation from the surface provided
the frictional losses in the input circuit are negligible
In this project additional hydrostatic head was applied to
overcome the loss due to friction0

This was accomplished

by permitting a slightly greater pressure potential on the

constant

head input device than was applied to the soil

sample itself0

If the concept of continuity is valid in a
soil-water system, then the liquid input to the drying

medium would eventually equal the output across the
evaporation surface0

This was not the case in this paDti

cular study, nor was it the case in subsequent studies

which the author conducted on highly permeable material
with no tension applied to the porous plate0

The data

reported
from the subsequent evaporation run are not
of the
as they are merely a check on the mechanics

apparatus
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If the rate evaporation was Continuously
diminishing
we would expect a corresponding reduction in the input.
The

reduction in evaporation from the soil surface can be amply
explained by the formation of a cement crust on the soil
surface0

itated

This crust develops slowly as the salts are precip-

in the vaporizing zone.

The crust was generally

less than 005 mm in thickness but nevertheless formed a

partial seal across the pores and channels at the surfaces
The closure of pores and the reduction in evaporation sites
is an exponential function and probably a control on the
shape of the evaporation curve0

Evidence of a uniform

crustal development is an indication that evaporation is
uniform over the entire soil surface0
The development of a salt crust must be responsible

for the initial reduction in the evaporation rate which in
turn reduced the liquid input0

A question which must be

asked is, why did the liquid input to the system continue
to decline at the same rate as the decline of evaporation?
We would expect that the capillary forces throughout the
soil column would eventually satisfy the moisture demands
of a declining evaporation rate at the surface and that the
two curves in figure 5 would coincide0

Since the curves

did not coincides the sample was continually dessicating0
Apparently the situation requires careful evalu-

ation of liquid conductivity parameters and in particular
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the reason for a changing boundary condition at the porous
plate0

One reasonable explanation for not attaining

a

steadystate condition is that the permeability of the
porous plate slowly decreased.

This is possible as a

result of bacterial growth or the progressive clogging of
the plate by precipitation of calcium sulfate from solution0
The initial displacement of the curves must involve a time
lag between the evaporation and the input such that the
input curve would merely require a translation in time to
bring the curves together0

Once evaporation begins to decline, several allied
factors compound the effect0

A decrease in the potential

gradient causing liquid flow will result from a decrease
in surface tension with rising temperature.

The vapor

flow to the evapQrating surface is reduced with an increase
in temperature0

Everything points to reducing the liquid

flux to the evaporating surface0

What was designed as a

steadystate system can not in fact reach a steady state
as long as the moisture content at the porous plate is

changing with time and the rate of evaporation is impaired
by surface crusting0

After the soil column had been subjected to
continuous evaporation for over 850 hour; the study
terminated0

The soil column was sliced into sections and
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the water content determined gravimetrically.

A graph

of the moisture distribution as a function of depth is
shown in figure 6,

The moisture distribution follows the typical
parabolic curve that is almost universally reported in
connection with the drying of porous medium,

The para-

bolic moisture distribution seems to be the natural
response of a drying medium to regain equilibrium.
The percentage of moisture retained in the soil
column after 850 hours of air circulation over the soil
surface was extremely low.
not support plant life0

The water remaining could

We recall that initially the

soil column was saturated, so that moisture has been
continuously extracted from storage,
ad a pore volume of

If the soil column

0 percent when completely saturated

the column would contain +

731+

gm of H20,

Assuming an

average evaporation rate of 2 gm hr1, the system could
lose

as much as 1700 gm of water over the 850 hour

period,

Without additional moisture or even limited

input, it is little wonder that the sample was so throughly
dessicated,

Had the liquid input been able to meet the demands

of the evaporation regim; the soil would have eventually
established a constant moisture profile,

That it never

obtained equilibrium is evidence that Laplacian conditions
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FIGURE 6The parabolic moisture
distribution in a drying soil column,
water intake at the bottom and
evaporation at the surface
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0 had not developed, as any natural process with
defined boundary conditions must eventually reach a
steady states

The nature of boundary conditions merely

determines the energy level at which dynamic equilibrium
must develop

We can not over look the intrinsic properties of
hysteresis as a dominant factor in controlling the response
of a regime which is operating under a wetting and drying
cycle simultaneously.

Not a great deal is known about

hysteresis nor how it operates

Perhaps an understanding

of hysteresis is required before mass transfer phenomena
described in this research project can be fully explaineth
Temperature Phenomena
All experimental work was performed in a constant

temperature laboratory, controlled to within + 1°C over a
214

hour period but the variation might be as much as + 3°C

during a one week period0

Beside the temperature regu-

lation offered by the room, additional control was applied

to the evaporation study by placing the evaporation reactor
in a constant temperature water bath0

The water was under

constant agitation throughout. the experiment0

The bath

was continuously heated by conversion of friction to
thermal energy as a result of circulation0

This source of

heat was often more than required to maintain the temperature
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setting and it was necessary to reduce the pump speed by
a variac transformer,

The constant temperature room was

maintained 2 degrees lower than the water bath,

The constant

temperature room was a heat sink and the end.othermic affect

of evaporation from the bath further reduced the temperature.
Therefore, the water bath was periodically heated with submersible heating elements.

Thermal regulator control and

an electronic relay were used to control the bath temperature to + 0.3°C
To minimize the effect of radiant energy on the
heat budget within the evaporation reactor, the constant
temperature room was kept dark during the experiment
except for artificial lighting when the measurements were
taken,

Incident radiation on the soil column was minimized,

thus the energy demand of the evaporating system was supplied

by convection and conduction either from the circulating air
or from the sample and water reservoir respectively,
The evaporation system assumed one dimensional heat
flow.

In order to evaluate this assumption, provision was

made to measure the temperature profile across the soil
sample at three depths below the evaporating surface,
each location two thermistors were used,

At

One unit extended

into the center of soil column and a second thermistor
diametrically opposite the other extended in about
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3/L

inch from the boundary.

While the peripheral thermistors

were operative, a measurable temperature flux was noted
across the boundary.

The temperature at the boundary was

as much as 0.2°C higher than the reading at the center o.f
the sample.

A stronger radial profile was detected

approaching the evaporation surface than at depth, where
a differential of 0.1°C was measured,

This is reasonable

considering that the temperature depression might be as

much as 10°C at the surface so that the temperature gradient
across the boundarywas proportionally greater,

Even with

the added precaution of a double wall vessel, together

with the vacuum annulus, the (T)/r
was dissipated across the boundary.

0 and some heat

The magnitude of

energy loss radially was believed to be negligible for the
purpose of this study.

The transient response of temperature depression
within the drying soil column was measured at intervals
during the experiment,

The temperatures are plotted as a

function of time and depth in a three-dimensional graph
of figure 7,

Within the first 4 hours after air circu-

lation began, the measured endothermic depression was a
maximum 1.5 cm below the surface.

Although it is not

evident from figure 7, the maximum depression occurred

at progressively later time with depth below the surface,
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The condition of maximum temperature depression
coincides very closely to a condition of maximum evaporation, see figure 50

The shape of the latter portion of

the curve in figure 7 appears to follow an exponential
relation similar to the reduction of evaporation shown in
figure 5

There is apparently only an element of time lag

between the functional relationship of temperature depression and the rate of evaporation.

Figure 8 is a graph showing the change in temperature of the exhausting air after it had passed over the
soil surface0

Some of the sensible heat was extracted

from the circulating air to supply the latent heat of

evaporation, Taking an average air flow of 8,5 liter min1,
a density 1,153 gin liter1, a specific heat of O.2L8 cal

gm1 °C

and a

T of 5°C, the heat supplied by the in-

coming air is the order of 11,82 cal min1,

Approximately

25 cal min1 is required to vaporize 2,5 gin of water per
hour0

The remaining 12 cal min1 must be supplied from

the soil sample0

Once the thermal gradient in the soil

is established, the energy supplied by the sample would
be equivalent to the convective heat brought in by the
mass transfer,

During steady-state conditions,the heat

input to the system should exactly equal the supply from
the air and the transfer through the soil column by the
convective transfer,
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Transport Coefficients

Unsaturated Hydraulic Conductivity
The material collected during the course of the
hydraulic conductivity Study could not be subjected to
quantitative calculation because all the experimental
curves fell outside of the family of known type curves,
The method of calculating unsaturated hydraulic conductivity that was employed in this study is based on a
procedure of matching experimental data with theoretical
type curves,

If the experimental data fall outside of

the range of known type curves, the data aremeaningless.
This is exactly what occurred with the data collected
during this research0

Consistently poor results led to a personal
communique

with Dr0 R0 R0 Kunze the principal author of

the type curve method0

The correspondence explained the

difficulty encountered during the study and requested
information to expand the family of type curves to include greater impedance ratios0

Dr0 Kunzes reply

cautioned against computing type curves for ratios over
1000 as the accuracy of the method is greatly impaired

when the impedance ratio of the porous plate to the soil
sample is much above lO

Dr0 Kunze further indicated

that need for curves above 1000 are very rare and that
perhaps the problem was inherent in the apparatus used
to make the measurements0
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A volumetric outflow chamber was used to extract
the water from the sample.

Impedance to flow below the

ceramic plate was reduced by machining the bottom of the
c1amber to accommodate a layer of brass window

screen,

Frictional loss below the porous plate was minimized but
apparently the problem was inherent to the porous plate
itself,

The porous plate was a ceramic type with an air-

entry value of 2 atmospheres which could accop.nt for a
major portion of the extreme impedance ratio indicated
by the experimental data,

Although the theoretical development of the outflow method presupposes the application of small pressure
increments, too small a pressure change is equally detrimental,

Unfortunately this result

was discovered too

late in the study to improve the data for presentation,
At the beginning of the outflow study, it was reasdned.
that small pressure increments, would be advantageous
while the soil sample was still fairly saturated,'

A

basic assumption of the outflow method is that the water
content of the sample be nearly constant during each
increment.

The water in a saturated sample is removed

by small change in tension whereas increasingly greater
tension changes are required for dry soils.

outflow data of interest is in the wet range

Since the
the pres-

sure increments at the start were never more than
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20 to 30 cm H20, This small change in pressure from one
condition of equilibrium to the next was masked by the
porous plate and appeared in the experimental data as an
extremely high impedance ratio.

As the sample dried out the pressure increments
were progressively increased until eventually one set of
experimental data plotted satisfactorily and a value for
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was calculated.
The data are presented in table Li..

Subsequent measurements

were too erratic to be of value and are not reported at
this time.

It was interesting to note, however, that the outflow data when plotted on log-log paper usually made a

neat curvilinear graph in spite of the fact that the
information could not be used in quantitative calculations.
Something should be said for the accuracy and reliability
of the physical apparatus as a measuring device.

Excel-

lent results were obtained and if the curves had fallen
within the type curves the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity could have been calculated.

Thermal Conductivity
The true thermal conductivity of an unsaturated

soil is a measure of the ability of both the soil and
pore fractions to transmit thermot,ic energy.

If fluid
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fractions, such as water vapor and air. are in motion
through the pore spaces, then this mass transfer is con
vectively transmitting sensible heat,
The thermal conductivity is an apparent value when
it includes convective transfer of heat.

An apparent

thermal conductivity is measured whenever the media is
porous and the pores are occupied .by fluids which move under

the influence of thermal gradients,

If the thermal gradients

are small, any corresponding mass transfer will he equally
minute and the thermal conductivity medsured would invariably be a close approximation of the true value,
possible to

It is

reduce the amplitude of a thermal pulse to the

point where the mass transfer as a result of the tempera-C
ture gradient is negligible

but at the same time the

temperature flux through the soil would be impossible to
detect by conventional temperature sensing devices.
this reason

For

an oscillating system was designed which would

alternately reverse the direction of mass transfer by al
ternating the direction of the thermal gradient across the
unsaturated soil.

By systematically reducing the period of

the thermal gradient, a graphical approximation of the true
thermal gradient is found,

A plot of the apparent thermal

conductivity versus the period is extrapolated to zero
period at the ordinate.
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Since the thermal conductivity of a soil is a
function of moisture content, a series of measurements
were necessary at various moisture content,

At one end

of the soil sample was a water reservoir to which a
tension was applied thereby reducing the moisture content

of the sample to some uniform value0

The soil sample was

allowed to equilibrate to some measurable tension and
then sealed to any further moisture change.

Considerable

difficulty was experienced in acquiring equilibrium after
a constant, tension was applied to the soil.

A week to

10 days were required to reach an equilibrium situation
between moisture changes and months were necessary to
complete the entire study.

During this time the thermistor

probes in the moist soil would invariably absorb moisture
and eventually become inoperative so that the temperature
measurements could not be recordecl,

In the course of time, electronic drift was apparent
in the bridge circuits which measured the resistance change
of the thermistors0

Additional error was introduced by a

variance in timing the period of the sinusoidal heat pulse
applied to the soil surface0

Since the mathematical solu-

tion involves the square of the time lag for deflection of
the heat pulse at two known points in the soil this lag
could mean a sizable error in the resultant calculations,

7fl

Inconsistent results were the rule rather than the exception for this entire study.

Instead of finding a gradual decrease in the apparent
thermal conductivities with decrease in moisture content,
the values would vary erratically.

The exact sequence of

measurements on the same sealed sample were not the same
from one time to the next6

This is not to say that the

method or the equipment was at fault- but rather that the

difficulty could be traced directly to electronic circuitry
and in particular to the thermistor probes..

Although the

thermistor probes were sheathed in eüoxy resins they invari-

ably absorbed moisture from the soil and eventually would
change response or even short out completely,

At least

'+ different compounds were tried as encapsulating material

for the thermistor probes and not one of these materials
ever worked satisfactorily

A sggesticn for a probe

would consist of a thermistor bead imbedded in a teflon
sheath

Any metal sheathed unit wu1

and lead to erroneous results6
instrumentation

be self-conducting

With reliable electronic

the method should prove quite satisfactory

for measuring the thermal conductivity of an unsaturated
soil

CONCLUSIONS

The limitation to the study of heat and mass transfer in unsaturated soils lies in the difficulty of measuring
the various parameters defined by recent mathematical
theory0

This research project made an attempt at measuring

several parameters such as mass and energy flux, thermal
and moisture gradients and associated transport coefficients,

A consideration of the physical principles involved
in evaporative drying of an unsaturated soil indicates
that several physical parameters might possibly operate
together to limit the rate of evaporation,

These include

the supply of energy to the site of evaporation and the
rate of transfer of moisture through the porous media and
through the atmosphere above the drying surface0

Two very

significant effects were noted during the study:

(1) a

temperature depression of better than 10°C is possible at
the soil surface and (2) that the natural response of an
evaporating soil-water system is to attain a parabolic

moisture distribution
Several of the parameters were to be measured from

what was designed to be a steadystate evaporation regime6
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A steady state would mean the establishment of both a material
balance and an energy balance simu1taneously

The evapora-

tion regime did not attain a steady-state condition0

One

reason why the steady state could not develop is explained
by the formation of a surface crust that retarded evaporation,,

An alternate concern is the fact that hysteresis must

greatly influence the reaction rates, as both wetting and
drying are in effect simultaneously within the soil0

Bacterial growth and colloidal precipitation in the soil
pores and the porous plate can explain

the decrease in

moisture content at the intake zone,,

The method of Kunze and Kirkham (1962) was used to
measure unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at various
moisture contents0

The apparatus used had such high

impedance that the raw data did not plot within the range

of known type-curves and difficulty was experienced in
applying the experimental data to analytical calculationse
The study of thermal conductivity in soils of
varying moisture content was continually plagued with
electronic problems, mainly the breakdown of the thermistor
elements used to measure the temperature changes within
the soils

It was not possible to eliminate this

problem and obtain reliable data in the time available0
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The characterization of soil.-water parameters and

the subsequent analysis of heat and mass transfer will
lead to a better understanding of the microclimatic and
miorohydrologic functions in the unsaturated zones

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
Fluid System

By employing a completely fluid system, it should
be possible to measure an instantaneous response of fluid
input to meet the demand of evaporation,.

The purpose of

conducting a study of this type would remove any doubt

that the fluid network has failed to function according
to expectation and at the same time we could observe the

magnitude of frictional loss
Glassbead Media

Evidence of the development of surface crusts
during the evaporation process is believed responsible
for the continuous decline in the evaporation rate.
Until it is certain that evaporation is not being limited
by the formation of a surface crusts it will be impossible to connect the decline with the internal workings
of the porous media,
It is suggested that an experiment be performed

on a glassbead media or some chemically inert solute and
solvent system which would insure that a surface crust

would not develop

Then if the rate of evaporation still

could not be maintained at some equilibrium the field

1 7
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of influence would be narrowed down to mass transfer
through the soil

Waterproof Thermistors

A major source of difficulty throughout this study
was the breakdown or shorting out of the thermistor probes.
If a metal sheathed probe could be used to make the temperature measurements, the problem could be solved by purchase
of commercially available waterproof units0

It was felt

that the temperature probe should be as small, physically,
as possible so as not to disturb the system and introduce
additional boundary conditions0

heat is desired along the probe0
of metal as a sheath0

A minimum conduction of
This eliminates the use

In fact the wire leads should be as

fine as possible0

A glass sheathed thermistor was purchased commercially and this element was encapsulated in epoxy resin,

The last resin that was used seemed to hold up very well
in moist soil0

The resin is Plastrex 771 from Plasti-

craft, Denver, Colorado0

The fact that the glass sheath

could be fractured inside the resin greatly weakened the
unit,

It was decided that a

microbead thermistor could

be encapsulated just as easily, by molding in nylon tubes,
as the glass probe and the final product would be more
satisfactory
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The method of constructing the thermistor probe
which was adopted in this research is by no means the last
word, in fact there is plenty of latitude for improvement.
One thing is certain, however, the thermistor is not
suitable as a temperature measuring device in a wet soil
unless it is completely waterproof.

Litholojc Variation
Variations in the composition of the porous medium
would undoubtedly have a gross effect on the development
of a moisture profile within the soil column and this in
turn would alter the evaporation rate0

It would be inter-

esting to note the response of an evaporation regime under
different lithologic sequences0
Water Table

As soon as a steady state is established between
liquid flux at the bottom of an evaporating soil column,
it would be possible to show the influence of water table
depth on evaporation0

Pulsations in the ground water

system would show up as perturbations in evaporation
provided storage effects do not mask the change
Gardner (1958), Gardner and Fireman (1958), and
Willis (1960) have developed some convincing theory on
the effect of water table depth on surface evaporation0
Acceptance of this theory depends on reliable data0
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Characterization of the Soil Parameters
According to Philip (1957) and Cary (1964) if
enough information is known about the dynamics of heat
and mass transfer, the present mathematic theory should
predict the response,

Two equations involving two unknowns

can be solved simultaneously and at least two of the unknown

parameters can be calculated in terms of measur-

able quantities,

Both fluxes and transport coefficient must be
accurately measured,

The evaporation regime seemed like

a convenient method of establishing both a heat and

moisture flux in the same porous medium0

Additional

measurements would be required for soils packed and
prepared identically0

If and when all of this information

is compiled for the same soil, under the same conditions,
it should be possible to prove the validity of the
dynamic flow theories which are proposed.

APPENDIX I

Photographs
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178a

PLATE IEvaporation reactor assembled

178b

PLATE 2Top plate of evaporation
re actor

l7Bc

PLATE 3Outer chamber and sample
chamber of evaporation reactor
d is assembled

APPENDIX II

Summarized Data Tables
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TABLE 1
THE MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SOIL

Mean Particle
Diameter
(Microns)

Percentage
Present

2

13,0

5

l78

20

280

50

33.5

100

35,5

600

'4l0

Report of the committee on physical
Day, P R0
Soil Sci Soc Amer Proc. 20:
1954-550
analysiS
1956
167169 .
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TABLE 2
PARTICLE DENSITY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
SOIL USING PYCNOMETER FLASK
Pyc
Soil,
H2O
0

Pyc0

Pyc.

Sample
Woe

and

Flask
Wte (gm)

Pyc0
and
H2O

Particle
Density

am/cc)

Wt0

7

22,90

3LL6L

55016

'4773

2716

8

l900

3162

51063

L3 87

2

CALCULATIONS:

Sample No0

7

Weight of dry soil

110Th gm

Weight of water added
to volume

2052 gm

Weight of water for
unit volume

2'483 gm

Weight of water
displaced

Waterdensity at
2'4°C

3l gm

09973 gm/cc
Z4322 cm

Volume of solid
0

Density

589

9973

2716 gm cm-3
322

122

TABLE 2--ContiUd

CALCULATIONS:

Sample No.

8

Weight of dry soil

12.62 gin

Weight of water added
to volume

20.01 gin

Weight of water for
unit volume
Weight of water
displaced
Volume of solid

=

2L.87 gin

L.86 gm

_8

'1.873 cm3

0.9973

Density

=

L. 873

2,539 gm cm3

TABLE 3

21.1
22.9

23,7
23,5

24,5
24,9

19.5

2l2
22,5

22,4
23,2

25,4
24,0

24,6
25,2

25,5

1.6

4,0
6,5
6,5

9,0

11,7

1L7
15,0

190
25,7

3

18

6 boundary

24

26

'20 boundary

21

19

23

25

25,5

25,3

25,5

23,9

21,6

19,7

42

1,6

19

25,9

25,7

25,3

25,0

25,7

25,9

25,7

25,4

25,2

27,2

25,9

25,7

25,5

25,3

26,0

24,8

246

24,5

24,5

24,14

242

24.7

21l,8

24,4

24,3
24.7

227
214,8

22.9

22.9

22S
22,2

23.0

149
173

After

101

Temperature (°C)

2 boundary

Thermistor
Probe No

Depth
Below Soil
Surface (cm)

26,0

25,8

25.6

25,3

25,7

2'4,8

24.6

24,8

24.8

22.9

23,2

190

25,9

25,7

25,4

25,2

26,6

24,8

214.5

214,7

24.8

23.0

23,2

216

25,9

25,7

25,5

25,3

25,7

24,8

24,6

24,7

24,7

23,0

23.3

239

TIME, t (HRS), AFTER

Time (hrs)

TEMPERATURE DEPRESSION IN A DRYING SOIL COLUMN AT
INITIATION OF EVAPORATION AT THE SOIL SURFACE

2'46

65

900

26

258 260

260 262 26l 261 262 261 26l 26l 261

1900

257

23

25

258 259

260

260

277

150

267

260

260

260

261 261 263
259 260 260

267

19

253

256 255 258 258 260
255 257 256 258 259 259

266

260

117

266

25e8

261

21

261+

257

258

117

255 257 257

257

258

256

25l 252
27l 273 273
25e0

290

257

252

253

250

821

667
739

630

Time (hrs)

20 boundary

2'49

251 252
257 260 262

21+9

26O

21+

257

2'48

65

6 boundary

255

270

253 260

250

2'48

'40

18

252

2'4o9

2'46

237

233

2'49

571

232

2'47

'499

l6

239

'410

3

23'4

331

After

232

270

Tern erature (°C)

16

Surfac(cm)

Depth
Below Soil

2 boundary

Thermistor
Probe No.

TABLE 3--Continued
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TABLE 4
PRESSURE PLATE OUTFLOW DATA

t

(mm)

SAMPLE

(mm)

0,046

1107

2

2

0,009

0,10

1111

4

6

0,02

0,15

1115

4

10

0,03

0,0

1118

3

13

0,014

0,25

1122

14

17

0,05

0,30

1126

'4

21

0,06

0,40

1134

8

29

0,08

0,50

1142

8

37

0,101

0,60

1150

8

45

0,12

o
U

C)

O)

cd

E
LI)

.

CY)

071

1200

10

55

0,14

0,16

0,80

0.19

0,95

1223

23

100

1227

4

82

0,20

1,40

1311

414

126

0,27

2,05

143L1:

83
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0415

2,35

1516

78

C,
C...)

E

C)

C,

42

251

II

C'-'

H

"

to

H
4-'

U

W

C').-

C)

LI)

0,465

1717

121

372

0,596

'4,65

911

954

1326

0,938

)1)

(--J

4,80

437

1763

0,97

U)

II

1528
2310

Fo11owing day

462

2225

.1,00

C)

LI)

C)

II

0'o
.'

'

2,95

14,95

E

C

H
H

l

lii

0

)D

II

U)

Qi

E

d

0'

-

APPENDIX III

Mechanical Packer
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Electric gearmotor

Air vibrator
Vibration adjustscrews

FRONT VIEW

PLATE 4Soil column packer

SIDE VIEW
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MECHANICAL PACKER
The packing of disturbed soil co1umns

used to

determine the physical parameters which govern the flow
and distribution of mass and heat. has long been a major
prob1em

Host soil investigators report data for a speci

fic bulk density but neglect the effect of variability
within the sample by assuming a homogeneous medium.

For

the purpose of the research undertaken. for this project

it became necessary to pack the soil samples to a uniform

bulk density

Nielsen et aL (1962) demonstrated that

uniform density is the key to precise soilwater diffu
sivity measurements
Jackson e-t al. (1962) devised a machine for

mechanically packing soil columns

This author designed

the machine shown in plate (4) Appendix III after the
Jackson prototype except that alterations were necessary
to handle large columns.

The apparatus uses a tremie mechanism for filling
the column which distributes the soil in a helix. at the
same time the column is continuously being vibrated.

The

rack or cylinder holder was made 10 times heavier by

weight than the weight of the fully packed column in order
that the vibrating frequency and magnitude would remain

189

uniform as the soil was added,

Since the soil column

was but a part of the total vibrating mass, this would
help to mask the differences inherent to the increase in
mass,

holder,

A pneumatic vibrator was used to shake the cylinder
The frequency and motion of the vibrator were

controlled by a pressure regulato

on the air line.,

Operation of the packer is quite simple.

The

column to be packed is strapped to the cylinder holder
with three steel bands,

The filling tube and tremie

mechanism is lowered down to the point where the distribution shoe is just clear of the bottom,
makes adjustment quite rapid.

The slit nut

The filler tube and soil

hopper are filled with the soil sample,

The air vibrator

is started and pressure regulation adjusted to a certain
vibration frequency0

Switching on the tremie motor

rotated the filler tube and at the same time raises the
distributing shoe
The mechanism will pack a soil column with excellent reproducibility as well as uniformity,

To few

measurements were made of the packed columns to allow a
statistical calculation of variation in apparent density
for a single column, although agreement between columns
of the same material were +0,03,

Uniformity in packing

from one column to the next is a reasonable assumption
justifiable from early performance tests,
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